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ABSTRACT

This thesis aims at simulating a single cylindrical reflecting surface by a collec-

tion of cylinders or strips to produce approximately the same radiation pattern

through single and multiple scattering and diffraction as from the re-radiation of the

induced surface current on the solid reflector surface due to a line source or a long

dipole excitation. Useful expressions for designing simulated reflectors are derived

by solving the problem of multiple scattering of a plane or cylindrical wave by If

conducting strips or circula¡ cylinders (which are special cases of elliptic cylinders).

Two methods a¡e employed for solving this problem, the ûrst is based on a rigorous

boundary value approach while the second is asymptotic and essentially based on the

Karp-Russek technique. The validity of equivalent line source solution of the K".p-

Russek technique is found to be surprising for cases of large strip width or cylinder

radius provided that the spacing between any two strips'or cylinders is large relative

to the wavelength. It is found that increasing the number of slits, which sepÍrrate the

strips or cylinders, is more effective for simulation, as long as the slit sizes are kept

small, rather than increasing the strip width or cylinder radius. It is also shown that

for speciûc case about 50Vo of. the cylindrical surface is sufficient for simulation,

using equally spaced strips of 0.1 )r width each, while the simulation by cylinders of

different radii and spacing indicates an improvement in the fa¡ field pattern.

The long dipole antenna is also investigated for use as a feed of the simulated

cylindrical reflector. The radiation from a long dipole in isolation is presented by

first extending Hurd's riliener-Hopf formulation for the input admittance of a center

fed long dipole. The extension includes accurate expressions for the far-zone freld,

current distribution and input admittance of the arbitrarily fed dipole. The multiply

fed dipole is also considered as a superposition of arbitra¡ily fed dipoles.

The scattering of a long dipole antenna field by iV conducting circular cylinders

is also examined for simulation purposes. The dipole Êeld is considered as incident
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on the cylinders resulting in multiply scattered ñelds among the cylinders as well as

between each cylinder and the dipole. A self-consistent method is employed for cal-

culating the multiply scattered fields amoog the cylinders while an iterative pro-

cedure is used for the multiple scattering between the cylinders and the dipole. The

resulting radiation and scattered field expressions are found useful in optimizing the

simulated cylindrical reflector antenna.
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CHAPTER 1

INTRODUCTION

A directional radiation pattern with small beam width can be produced using a

reflector antenna. In general, a reûector antenna consists of two major parts

denoted as the reflector surfaces and the feed. In most cases the reflector surfaces

are made from a conducting material. The feed can be a horn antenna, open ended

waveguide atrtenna, crossed dipole, line source or long dipole for example. Large

solid reflectoñ¡ may be costly due to excessive material, heavy weight, high wind load

and difficultíes in manufacturing. Thus a need often exists to modify these reflectors

such that the resulting scattering characteristics are maintained or improved.

It is well known that the reflection coefficient of a strip grating due to a nor-

matly incident electromagnetic wave ís very close to unity when the slit width

between two successive strips in the grating is less than a quarter wavelength [1].

This is due to the multiply scattered ûelds amotrB the stripa which act as an electrical

shield of the grating slits. Therefore a grating with slit widths less than quarter \vave

length acts electrically as a solid surface while physically it is partly an open surface.

\ilhen applying this phenomenon, the reflecting surface can be partially removed

without changing the antenna radiation chúacteristics. Hence the substitution or

simulation of a conducting continuous surface reflector by mesh screen, rods or

cylinders, wires, plates, strips or post tips may save material without loss of electrical

cha¡acteristics, and strength. In fact the wind loading of simulated reflectors

de¡reases and the rigídity, particularly with cylinders, increases. Also the suscepti-

bility to damage by target practice (e. g. bolts, arrorvs, etc.) of a simulated reflector

anteûna is less than for a solid surface antenna. On the other hand the simulated

reflector antenna may be employed for spacecrafts where wind loading, extreme tem-

peratures, rotation and translation a¡e important design factors.
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The concept of simulated reflector antennas has been investigated and used in

many applications. For instance, search radars in airport and ship navigation systems

already employ a rod simulated reflector antenna fed by a sectoral horn and scanned

in azimuth to detect in both planes. Post tips have been used in building a radio

astronomy parabolic circular dish of several kilometers diameter outside Kingston,

Ontario. Also mesh screens have been used for simulating parabolic reflector anten-

nas for radio and radar astronomy applications. Not only reflector antennas are

simulated but also scattering surfaces or ground planes can also be simulated. The

wire grid concept was used by Richmond for sinnulating two and three dimensional

scattering surfaces [2], while Otteni [3] and Hill and Wait [a] studied the properties

of a wire grid screen acting as a conducting ground plane. While it may be a sound

idea to use wire grid for simulating a three dimensional conducting surface, parallel

wires may by the same reasoning be used for simulating two dimensional conducting

surfaces [5]. This latter possibility was also investigated by Richmond [6] who found

that the scattering pattern of an array of parallel wires placed on a cylindrical trajec-

tory was very close to thât of the solid cylinder when a sufficiently large number of

wires was used. The design analysis of simulated scattering surface by mesh screen

or parallel wires is restricted to small radius wires. Therefore the main objective of

this thesis ís to propose a general theoretical design analysis for simulating a cylindri-

cal scattering surface by parallel circular cylinders or strips. The excitation of any

simulated cylindrical surface is considered as a line source while plane wave excita-

tion is also included because the reflector antenna may operate in a receiving mode.

Also for practical use the long dipole antenna is investigated and used later to excite

the simulated surface. The cylinder diameter or strip width as well as the number of

cylinders (or strips), separation between adjacent cylinders (or strips), location of the

axis of cylinder (or strip) relative to the trajectory of the solid surface and the loca-

tion and type of feed of the dipole (center fed, multiple feed, arbitrary feed, etc.)

are the main design pÍuameters. There ¿rre other design parameters that can be
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included such as the conductivity of cylinders and strips and permittivity of any

dielectric coating of the conducting cylinders or strips.

The problem of multiple scattering of a plane wave, a line source or a long

dipole ûeld by a planar array of parallel conducting circular cylinders or strips needs

to be solved. There are essentially three different anal¡ical procedures which may

be used to obtain a representation for the scattered field by multiple objects while

tating into account the multiple scattering effects. These three methods were

classified by Twersky as the boundary value problem for a compound body, the self-

consistent method based on the known response of isolated objects and the iterative

method corresponding to successive scattering of the primary field [7]. The class of

many object scattering problems, for which one may obtain a solution for the com-

pound body by solving a boundary value problem, is small. It has been applied by

Rayleigh in treating the problem of the sinusoidal profile of a reflection grating [8].

In the self-consistent method, previous knowledge of the responses of the iso-

lated objects in the multi-object scattering problem is used in considering the

incident field on each object as sum of the source field and the scattered field from

all other objects [9,10]. Application of the boundary conditions on each object sur-

face gives a set of algebraic equations in terms of the unknowns. This method was

applied exactly by Young and Bertrand for the scattering of a plane acoustic wave by

two circular inñnitely long conducting cylinders [11]. Also Millar solved the problem

of scattering of a plane wave by N equi-spaced small cylinders in a row [12]. He

used Green's theorem together with the appropriate boundary conditions to calculate

a set of integfal equations over the unknown function on the cylinders. A perturba-

tion method was employed to reduce the integral equations to a set of linear alge-

braic equations which can be solved for the fa¡-zone field and the scattering cross-

section. An approximate treatment of the self-consistent method was used by Zitton

and Karp [13,14] and Karp and Russek [15]; their approximations restrict the solution

to the case where the spacing distances between the objects is much greater than the
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maximum dimension of any object. The latter technique was recently extended to

the case of scattering of plane waves by wide double wedges [16]. Hansen used the

integfal equation approach in order to calculate the diffracted field of a plane acous-

tic wave through tu,o or more parallel slits in a plane screen [17]. The scattering of

plane waves by two or lV co-planer strips was the subject of articles by Saermark

who formulated the general problem for different orientations of the strips but gave

only a solution for the co-planar case [18,19]. Also he truncated the infinite series

involved in the solution after one term assuming that the strip widths are small.

The iterative procedure has been widely used in multiple scattering problems

12ù27). The method initially calculates the scattered ûeld from each object in isola-

tion which is considered as the first order scattered ûeld. The second order scat-

tered Êeld from any object can be generated by considering the ûrst order ûeld scat-

tered from the other objects as incident ñeld on this object. For the higher orders

the same procedure has to be applied, in which the leading order of scattered field

can be generated from the preceding one. In each iteration the boundary conditions

have to be applied in order to calculate the scattering amplitudes for the new order

of scattering. The method usually involves a recurrence relation for the higher order

scattered ûelds in terms of lower orders. The advantage of this procedure lies in cal-

culating the scattering amplitudes for each order of scattering which lead, for simple

cases, to an explicit expression for the multiply scattered fields rather than a matrix

equation as in the self-consistent method. Unfortunately these va¡ious anal¡ic

methods are applicable only to problems with simple geometry. For complicated

geometries numerical methods along with the integral equation formulation of a

compound body may have to be employed.

The rapid development of computer capabilities as well as numerical techniques

have increased the interest in treating electromagnetic scattering problems involving

arbitrarily shaped objects [2e3\. The moment method described by Harrington [32]

has been employed by many authors for solving multi-object scattering problems [33].
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For the two dimensional case the method is based on solving an integral equation for

the current density on the object surface. Once the current density is evaluated, the

electric ûeld everywhere can be calculated. For large size cylindrical surfaces tu,o

different approaches have been employed for modifying the moment method. The

ûrst by Kinzel [34J, who suggested dividing the scatterer cross-section contour into a

number of small sections where each sectioû might be of the order of one

wavelength long. Each section is then further dívided into subsections. Evaluation

of the surface current is then essentially based on the assumption that the current on

one section is signiûcantly affected by currents in adjoining sections. The second

approach by Azarbar and Shafai [35] considers the induced surface current as a sum

of the physical optícs and an unknown difference current. This difference current is

then found by applying the moment method. Such approaches are employed for

reducing computation time and storage memory and increasing the computation

accuracy.

It should be pointed out that many techniques have been developed to handle

edge singularities in the current distribution [3ó,37]. Wilton and Govind [38] incor-

porated an edge correction term in the moment method solution in order to avoid

the edge singularities. Tsai et at. [39] sampled the current function at progressively

smaller intervals near the edges. The idea of incorporating an edge correction was

modified by Ricbmond [a0] who solved the problem of scattering of a plane wave by

a strip or strip grating. He included the edge mode in the basis functions of the

current distribution which improved the convergence of the moment method solu-

tion. His results \ilere compared favourably with other workers.

For the three dimensional case, integral equations a¡e obtained and can be

solved by a variety of methods and are widely used in the investigation of scattering

and radiatíon by metallic objects. The most popular technique is the wire-grid model

[2] which has been remarkably successful in many problems, Particularly in those

requiring the prediction of fa¡-ñetd quantities such as radiation patterns and rada¡
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cross-section. Surface patch models are also used in which the object is described by

non-planar quadrilateral patches for the magnetic field integral equation [41], planar

quadrilateral patches for the electric Êeld integral equation [42], or by plane triangu-

lar patches [43].

In practice, the feed of a simulated reflector antenna has to be of a finite nature

riather than an infinite line source. The long dipole antenna is one of the suitable

feeds for cylindrical reflectors. Therefore ít is chosen to be the feed of the simulated

cylindrical reflector in this thesis. Tbe long dipole antenna has been extensively

investigated by many authors. For instance, integral expressions for the outgoing

current waves on a long aûtenna have been represented in the form of series expan-

sions by Hallen [44]. Later, Hallen [45] used the Wiener-Hopf technique to find the

reflection coefficient of a current rr,ave at the open end of a dipole antenna. King

[46] obtained a solution for the current distribution and input impedance of asym-

metrically driven as well as sleeve dipoles. He considered two different currents

along the antenna which Íue smoothly joined at the feed point. He derived two

integral equations for the current distribution and solved them by the method of suc-

cessive approximations. Using the Wiener-Hopf technique, Hallen [47] gave an exact

solution of the integral equation for the current on a tube-shaped cylindrical

antenna including all successively reflected cïrrent waves. He showed that his ear-

lier approximate series solution [44] can be obtained by iterations of this solution.

Wu [a8] used the \iliener-Hopf technique to calculate the radiation pattern and input

admittance of the dipole antenna with the assumption that the vector potential

equals zero on the extension of the antenna. Chen and Keller [49] assumed that the

current tvaves consist of three terms, one emanating from the gap and the other two

arising from reflections at the open ends. They calculated the reflection coefficient

at the open ends and used the current on the inñnitely long antenna as the source

current. They included the gap thickness in their solution and derived trvo expres-

sions for the current waves, one near the gap and the other far from the gap. King
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and Wu [50] obtained an approximate solution which they presented in a tri-

gonometric form for the current distribution and input admittance for the off-center

driven cylindrical antenna. They solved the sleeve dipole when the driving voltages

are in phase and out of phase by 180o. A superposition of these two cases yielded

the solution for the asymmetrically driven dipole antenna. Shen [51] gave a formula

for the current distribution on a long dipole antenna based on Wu's work [48] which

he then modified in order to increase the accuracy of the current formula near the

driving point and the ends. In another article, Shen et at. [52] attempted to simplify

the current formula for the arbitrarily fed dipole antenna, by using a three current

formula. His solution was based on the current distribution on the inûnitely long

antenna and considered the current on the finite one as the current outgoing from

the source plus two currents reflected from the ends.

The infinitely long dipole antenna has also been studied by Duncan [53], Kunz

[54], Fante [55] and Miller [56]. Miller's treatment for the input admittance is the

simplest and most accurate , particularly since it includes the gap thickness which is

important in the susceptance calculation. Hurd [57] gave a variational solution for

input admittance of a long cylindrical antenna which he repeated for a long center-

fed dipole antenna using the Wiener-Hopf technique [58].

The presence of a cylindrical scatterer ín a long dipole antenna field will add

difficulty in evaluating the multiple scattering terms which have not been investi-

gated before. Moreover the addition of more cylindrical scatterers in the dipole field

will further complicate the problem of multiple scattering. In earlier investigations

the interaction effects between the dipole and a cylindrical scatterer were not con-

sidered [59]. Also the scattering of the long dipole ûeld by more than one cylindrical

scatterer has received less attention. Carter [60] reported the effects of an infinitely

long circular cylinder oû the radiation patterns of vertical and horizontal

inûnitesimal dipoles. His method is based on obtaining the far field directly by

means of Íeciprocity between the radiating element and a passive receiving dipole
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situated in the fa¡ Êeld of the radiator. A theoretical examination was also made by

Luck [61] for the electromagnetíc 6elds of inûnitesimal electric dipoles in the pres-

ence of infinitely long, perfectly conducting elliptic and circular cylinders. He

applied the Green's function approach to that problem and obtained expressions for

the fields in terms of an integration in the complex plane. He also gave a simplified

expression for the far-zone ûeld. A dipole in the presence of a ground plane, which

is ñnite in one dimension and inûnite in the other, was included in Luck's work as a

special case of the elliptic cylinder when the minor axis vanishes.

For a finite cylinder in the presence of an intnitesimal electric dipole, Kuehl

[62¡ derived approximate expressions for the two components of the f.arzone electric

field. He considered the case of a radial dipole and used the current distribution on

the infinite cylinder as an approximate estimation of the current on the finite one.

His solution is valid when the length of the cylinder is much larger than the

wavelength. A comparison of his theoretical results with experimental data showed

reasonable agreement. Goldhirsh et al. [63] used a numerical method for solving the

seme problem. They used the integral equation formulation to calculate the surface

current density on the cylinder surface. By dividing the cylinder surface into a set of

/V grids and using the boundary conditions at each grid center they obtained 2N

simultaneous equations for the two components of the surface current. Once the

surface current density is calculated, the secondary fa¡-zone electric fields can be

deduced by a straightforward integration procedure. Another numerical approach

based on the plane-wave spectrum was introduced by Mao and Cheng [64] who con-

sidered the problem of a conducting tubular cylinder of finite length situated in the

neighbourhood of a 2-by-4 dipole array. They represented the array field in terms of

plane tvaves of different amplitudes, and by calculating the axial and circumferential

current distributions induced on the cylinder due to a unit-magnitude incident plane

wave, the scattered ûeld due to the spectrum of plane waves was calculated.
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The dielectric cylinder in the presence of an inÊnitesimal electric dipole has also

been investigated by Tsandoulas [65]. He used the differential equation approach in

order to calculate the formal exact solution for the fields due to an axial electric

dipole in the Presence of a homogeneous isotropic inûnite circular cylinder. The

scattered field was obtained in an integral form in which an asymptotic expansion of

the integrals yielded the far ûeld. He pointed out that more directive patterns could

be obtained using a dielectric rather than a conducting cylinder.

In Chapter 2 an infinitely long strip is used as the basic simulating block for

cylindrical reflectors. The problem of scattering of a line source ûeld by N conduct-

ing strips is considered. Also plane wave excitation is considered as a special case

when the line source goes to inûnity. Two different self consistent methods are

employed for solving this problem. The first is an exact solution in which the scat-

tered field from each strip is written in terms of a Fourier infinite series involving

Mathieu functions with untnown scattering coefficients. A simultaneous application

of the boundary conditions on eacb strip surface leads to a set of algebraic equations

in the unknown scattering coefficients which can be solved easily. This method is

throughout denoted as the boundary value solution. The second method is an

asymPtotic solution based on the Karp and Russek technique [15]. In this method an

artificial line source of unknown intensity is assumed at the center of each strip in

order to account for the multiple interactions. The total scattered ûeld from each

strip is considered as the direct scattered 6eld due to the incident wave plus the scat-

tered fields due to all artiûcial line sources at the centers of the other strips. By

matching the partial scattered ûelds at speciûc directions, the line source intensities

are calculated. It is worthwhile to mention that the time dependence e-io¡t assumed

in Chapter 2,1or comparing some basic analytical erpressions of scattering by a sin-

gle strip with those given in [77], is changed to ei'' in the rest of the thesis, for

comparing with other references. However, suitable special functions (i.e. Mathieu

and Hankel functions) are employed depending on the time dependence in each case.
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Results showing the echo width patterns due to a plane wave incident on two, four

and eight strips are calculated. Also the echo width pattern of a simulated circular

cylinder excited by a plane wave is obtained. Fa¡ field patterns of a simulated wide

strip, corner reflector, circula¡ cylindrical reflector and a parabolic cylindrical

reflector fed by a line source a¡e obtained and compared favourably with the

corresponding solid reff ector cases.

In Chapter 3 the methods used in Chapter 2 are employed again when the basic

simulating object is a conducting_circular cylinder. The solution in the case of plane

wave excitation is presented in parallel with the line source excitation. The echo

width patterns and the back-scattering echo width a¡e calculated for different

numbers of cylinders. Also, examples of simulated circular and parabolic cylindrical

reflectors and corner reflector antennas fed by line sources are presented. It is also

found that using cylinders with different radii and spacing along the reflector trajec-

tory improves the radiation characteristics of the antenna.

In Chapter 4 the long dipole antenna in isolation is examined for use as feed for

the simulated reflector. An extension to Hurd's work [58] on the input admittance of

long center fed dipole is introduced. The analysis used closely parallels that given by

Hurd with appropriate modiÊcations. The arbitrarily fed dipole is considered as a

superposition of symmetrically and anti-symmetricatly fed dipoles while the multiply

fed dipole is treated as a superposition of the arbitrarily fed dipole. Accurate

expressions for the current distribution, radiation pattern and input admittance of

the arbitrarily fed dipole are derived. Results for the input admittance, current dis-

tribution and radiation patterns are in very good agreement with published data.

In Chapter 5 the reflector simulated by círcular cylinders with long dipole feed

is examined. This requires consideration of the problem of a long dipole antenna in

the vicinity of tV inûnitely long conducting circular cylinders. The dipole field is

considered as incident on the cylinders. Multiply scattered ûelds are then introduced
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among the cylinders as well as between each cylinder and the dipole. The method

employed in solving this problem is a combination of the self consisrent and iterative

methods. The dipole radiation ûeld is considered as the incident field on the

cylinders, then the ûrst order scattered field from the cylinders (including all multi-

ple interactions among the cylinders) is found using method 1 in Chapter 3. The first

orcler scattered field from the cylinders is then considered as the incident ûeld on

the dipole and by calculating the current density on the dipole surface, we obtain the

first order far scattered field from the dipole. Again this first order scattered field is

considered as incident on the cylinders and a second order scattered ûeld from the

cylinders is then calculated. By repeating this process the higher order scattered

fields from the dipole and cylinders are obtained. Results for the fa¡ field patterns

for one and two cylinders in the dipole vicinity are given. Also examples illustraring

the radiation patterns of simulated parabolic and circular cylindrical and corner

reflector antennas are presented. It is also shown that one can improve the simu-

lated reflector pattern over the solid reflector by proper choice of the radii and posi-

tions of simulating cylinders along the reflector trajectory.

Finally Chapter 6 draws the general conclusions of this thesis and possible areas

of future research arising from this project.



CHAPTER 2

SIMULATION OF CYLINDRICAL SCATTERING

SURFACE BY CONDUCTING STRIPS

2.1 Introductíon

In this chapter an inûnitely long conducting strip is used as a basic block for

simulation purposes. The exact solution of a plane E'ave scattered by a single con-

ducting strip was given by Morse and Rubenstein in terms of Mathieu functions by

solving the Helmholtz equation in elliptic cylindrical coordinates [66]. Also approxi-

mate solutions for low and high frequencies were studied by many other investiga-

tors [67-70]. The strip grating was also examined theoretically and experimentally by

many authors while the multiple scattering of an electromagnetic wave by a frnite

number of strips has received less attention. The simulation of cylindrical scattering

surface by conducting strips needs the solution of multiple scattering of a plane or

cylindrical wave by iV infinitely long conducting strips. Therefore the general solu-

tion for this problem is presented using two different methods. The solution is given

for a line source excitation, while the plane wave excitation is considered later as a

special case when the line source goes to inûnity. The two methods are classified as

self consistent methods in which the first is an exact treatment for the problem while

the second is an approximate treatment using the Karp and Russek technique [15].

The latter techníque is valid when the distance between any two strips is much

greater than the width of either strip.

The echo width patterns for different configurations of strips due to plane wave

incidence are evaluated in this chapter by both methods. The same methods are also

used to calculate the far field patterns of different simulated cylindrical reflector

antennas. A comparison between these ûeld patterns and those corresponding to

-12-
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solid cylindrical reñectors is illustrated. A brief description of the method of

moments for solving solid cylindrical reflector antennas is also presented.

2.2 Boundarv value solution

Figure 2.1 shows a cross section of il parallel inûnitely long conducting srips

with nonintersecting edges. The strips are situated such that their Ð(es are parallel

to the z-axis of the local coordinate system (¡ , f , z). The center of the ith strip is

located at (x¡ ,yr) with respect to the global coordinates, while 2d¡ is its width.

The strips are randomly oriented such that the angle between the direction of orien-

tation of the íth strip and the ¡-axis is ù¡. For the sake of convenience N coordi-

nate systems are defined, one at the center of each strip. The plane of the ith strip

lies in the r¡'-z¡'plane.

Consider a line source located at (rsys) as shown in Fig. 2.1. The incident field

on the strips due to this line source is given by

Ej* = n[Ð1*tÞ'- Þ'ot) (2.1)

where (p,ô) and (po,0o) are the cylindrical coordinates of the observation point and

the line source with respect to the global coordinate system, respectiyely, while

H [Ð þ) is the ûrst kind Hankel function of order zero and argument r. & is the

waye number 2r ft, where À is the wave length. The time dependence is considered

âs ¿-jo¡r and omitted throughout. In this analysis the E-polarized ûeld will be con-

sidered where the electric ûeld has only a z-component. The H -polarlzed field when

the magnetic fietd has only â z-component can be treated in the same way with

appropriate boundary conditions.

The incident wave may be transformed to any of the coordinate systems defined

at the strip centers and then expanded in terms of elliptic wave functions [71]. Upon

transforming the incident ûeld to the i th coordinates, one obtains
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Fig. Z.t : Geometry of the problem.
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where i takes the values I to N , RejD and Rojl) íue even and odd modified radial

Mathieu functions of first kind ai'd order rz, while Se, and So, are even and odd

angular Mathieu functions of order tn, respectively. ilj") *A lVjo) "t" normalized

factors defined in [70]. Re]3) and Roj3) are the even and odd modiûed radial

Mathieu functions defined as

.eej3)6,y ) = "tejÐ(x,y ) + j nejz)@,y¡

Here .rRej2) is the even modiûed radial Mathieu function of second kind

m. A similar definition for the odd function Roj3) can also be made.

ments a¡, Er,r¡¡, (¡0 and rì¡o a¡e deûned as follows

a¡ = kd¡

(¡ = coshz,

!¡ : COSV¡

(23)

and order

The argu-

(2.4)

(25)

(2.6)

(2.7)E¡o=l+r*

where

x¡o
îio: 1.*d,

(2.8)
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sjo=ffi

-, [Yo-Y¡lV¡o: tan ^ l-l - V¡[;o-¡¡l

Ií0 = s¡g cos {¡g

)i0 = s¡s sin Ù¡g

(2.e)

(2.10)

(2.11)

(2.12)

(2.14)

while (u¡,v¡) and (u¡o,u¡o) are elliptic cylindrical coordinates of the observation point

and the line source with respect to the coordinates of the Í th strip, respectively.

The scattered ûeld from the i th strip can be represented by a Fourier inûnite

series of Mathieu functions, i. e.

8,"(¡) = å oJ', nejs)1a,,[¡) s¿,, (o¡,"1,) (2.13)

where áj') *" the scattering coefficients of the ith strip to be calculated.

It is assumed that the scattered field (2.13) includes all interactions between the

í th strip and all other strips. To apply the boundary conditions on the surf ace of

each strip it is necessary to transform the scattered ûeld from one coordinate system

to another (i.e. from the qth coordinater,o iil" f th coordinates ). This can be done

using the addition theorem of Mathieu function t72-751, namely

ne|3)çr,Eo) se^(a*nq) = å u n r,,(t,{ ) .rtøo(r)1 at ,E)sen (a¡ ,r¡¡ )

å
+ à Eol,,(t,q) Roo(l)(a¡,(ù son(a¡,\t)

where
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uo,^(t,q) = ffiå å (i)-'-o oef(ør) oei@o)

(

| , ít)t(ktu) cosþ ú,, - íúqù + (-1)' n,{})r$s,r) cosþ rþ¡,
(

E,t,(r,q) = ffiå å €¡ 0)-i -p Dolþt) Deiþo)

(

I ao(9,(frrro) cosþ ù,, - iûc¡) + (-1)t ntl)o(frr¡c) cosþrþ¡o
(

,rr=ffi

ù,,=ran-llffi] --,

* , *"r) (2.1s)

(2.16)

(2.17)

(2.18)

(2.1e)

*,*"r)

Here e¡ takes the value l for i=0 and 2 for i>0. Only the terms in which ("-p)

and (i -m) te even under the summation signs in (2.15) and (2.16) are considered,

while other terms ¿ue zeros. The constants Defr and Dofr are coefficients of the

inûníte series of the angular Mathieu functions in terms of trigonometric functions

as deûned in p6l.

Now the total electric field (i.e. incident plus scattered ) can be completely writ-

ten in any of the coordinate systems given above using the addition theorem of

Mathieu functions. The boundary condition on the surface of each strip is given by

IV.s
E;* + AEi<,t =o , (¡=1 , i=1r2r...,N

Applying this boundary condition to the surface of the i th strip and using the addi-

tion theorem of Mathieu functions leads to



. 5. .Rejt)(ø,,114 4 + se^(a¡,q¡) ÌrJ3)(o,,(,0).sa.(ø¡,îio)r¡:o N*"r(o¡ )

¡Vææ

+ 
"å å oJ', I u, t (i ,n) .rRe,(1)(a,,1) se¡ (ø¡ ,r¡ )
n*ì

.l=, 4$) i"(t)(o,,l) se^(a¡,1¡) = 0 (z.zo)

^Multiplying by Seo (o¡,"1¡) and integrating ov€r v¡ from 0 ¡o2¡, we obtain

'^Ál¡) = ,14 se^(a¡,rh') JR¿J3)I - . lej1)(ø"1)
^;' : /VFE ùenr (ø¡ 'î¡oJ r¿,ì-'1ai '6io/Jffi
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S .nejl)(ø,,l) S- 4 ....æ: 4 U^,t(i,n) n,@) Qzl)
n :r ¡ejr)(a¡ ,l) t:o
n+t

The application of similar boundary conditions on the surfaces of the other strips

leads to (/V - 1) equations simila¡ to (2.21) which are written in N matrix equations

given by

¡V
sl

¿(t)-7(t)¡/ ¡(ts)¿(s)
s=1
s*l

, I = lr 21 3r...r ff (2.22)

where ^â(') and A(") írre inûnite yectors containing the scattering coefficients

corresponding to Ith and sth strips, respectively, while 3(ls) ¿¡s infinite dimensional

matrices with elements

- reo(l)(ør,l) t, rB#) = --:+;j-- II,.^(I ,s) (2.23)
R%A\",,|) 

u n'm\
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L(l) arc inûnite vectors whose elements are given by

il

Elo, = no()1*tÞ' - Þ', t) * å

(2.24)

Equations (2.22) have inûnite dimensions and they should be truncated in order to

generate a numerical solution. If a conducting strip is the basic block for símulation,

a number of Mathieu function terms should be taken such that the convergence of

the inÊnite series can be achieved. Since for wide strips a large number of terms

must be considered, we only consider narro$, strips which a¡e suitable for simulation

purposes and where few terms of Mathieu functions are sufficient to give accurate

results. Moreover the convergence check is built into the computer progrâm such

that enough terms of the Mathieu function are taken. Assuming the number of

terms necessary for the convergence is M, equations (2.22) are lumped together in a

single matrix equation of the form

A:L+BA (2.25)

where I is a squÍue matri:< of dimension (NM ), .4 and L are vectors of the same

dimension. Equation (225) is now written in the form

(I -B)A =L (2.26)

which can be easily solved as a set of ordinary linear algebraic equations of the unk-

norvn vector,4. The vector.á of dimension (NM) contains atl the scattering

coefficients of the iV strips.

Now, upon solving equation (226), the scattering coefficients of the lV strips are

available, and accordingly the scattered field from the N strips is completely deñned.

Hence

t4

å oJ', nejs)þ,,8t) se^(a¡,nò (2.27)
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The far field can be evaluated using the asymptotic expansion of .rtejr) and A dl) .

For .nei3) we have,

nej3)ç,Ð = +l ,i@E 
- þP"'t 

e.za)

while the asymptotic value of ff Jt) (x) is given by

a{r)1r)= \Æ,,i@-i)

.- .Tt^
c'(kp) = ytr "ike" 

' 4

(2.2e)

Also, for large product ø ( one can assume a¡E¡ = & p¡, where i takes the values 1 to

ÀI, while q¡ = cos$¡ in the far ûeld calculation. In addition to the previous approx-

irsations we employ the approximation

pt=p-(r¡cos$+yrsin$) (2.30)

Now, the total far elecffic field from the system of N strips and the line source is

given by

Elo' = c (e p) E" (0) Q.31)

where

E"(0) - ¿-iL(rocosfi +Yosnó)

¡vM
. \Æ å ,-uo, cosô + ¡ sinó) 

å ,-, )^ AÁD se^(a¡,cos(g-rþ¡)) (zsz)

(233)

It should be noted that multiple interactions among strips a¡e included in the scatter-

ing coefficients.
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23 Asvmptotic solution

The asymptotic technique used for solving the problem at hand is based on con-

sidering the scattered ûeld from each srip as a sum of the scattered field from that

strip due to cylindrical wave incidence plus the scattered ûeld due to fictitious line

sources of unknown intensities located at the centers of the other strips. The line

sources account for the multiple interaction. The technique is valid as long as the

separation between any two strips is large compared to either strip width. In order

to carry out this technique, one needs the fa¡ scattered field from a single strip due

to line source excitation. Thus, consider a line source whose field (2.1) is incident on

an inûnitely long conducting strip of width klo. The strip center is located at

("0 Jo), while the plane of the strip is inclined with respect to the ¡ -axis by an angle

ür. Following the solution given in [77], the far scattered ûeld is given by

EI : c'(k p p) g (ao,öp,(oo,npo) (2.34)

where

s (ao,öe,(po,,tpo)= -\Æã. å fË ffi nejs)þo,Ero)

se^(ao,Too) sen, (øo,cosÖo ) Q.35)

while (ri,yo ,zr) is a cartesian coordinate system deûned at the strip center such

that the strip plane lies in thero'-zo'plne and the line source is located at (xs,y9).

(pe and r|po are given by (2:l) and (2'8), respectively.

Now, consider the problem of lV strips shown in Fig. 2.1. Assume a ûctitious

line source at the center of each strip. In this case the total far scattered field from

the / th strip due to a line source excitation is given by

'(k pù { ,þ,,0r ,(¡o,rro)

Ivsì* à, c o I (at ,öt ,Etp,nrp)J

p*l

Eie) = "
(2i6)
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where (lo and \ry are given by expressions similar to (2.1) and (2.8), respectively,

while Co is the unknown intensity of the p th line source.

To obtain the unknown intensities of the line sources, the partial scattered field

from the s th strip due to the scattered field from the / th strip can be evaluated in

trvo ways. First, at 0¡ = rþ¡, the value of Ej1¡¡ [" (t p)l-t can be considered as the

intensity of a line source. Thus

r{ì
EìþD = te(ø¡,ùrr,(¡o,"tlo) * ÈrC, s(ar,rþ¡r,(tp,lrp),1

P+l

c (k pr) sþr,Ös,(sl ,rs¡ ) , s = 1,2,3,.-., N (2.37)

Second, this partial scattered field is given by

Ei]*t,l=Ctc (tp")g(ar,0r,(s¡,r|"¡) , s =1,2,3,..,N , s*l (238)

By equating (2.37) and (2.38), taking into account the partial scattered field from all

strips due to the scattered field from the / th strip, the line source intensities can be

evaluated from the following expressions :

¡V ¡/ ¡V

s ss
4 s(a¡,ùrr,6lo,"t¡o) + Z Ar, g(a¡,úu,{ry,\rp) = (N - l) ct Q.39)

s*l s*l p*l

The last equation can be presented in the following matrix form

B C :L (2.40)

where

¡/s
Lt = - 4 S(a¡,ùlr,(¡0,"1¡o)- s=1

s*l

(2.41)
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BÞ=

¡/s
4s(ø¡,ür'L¡p,rltp) , p+l
s*l

(1 -/V) , p=l
(2.42)

Equation (2.4O) can be easily solved as a set of lV linear algebraic equations of unk-

nown vector C which contains the intensities of the line sources. Once they are cal-

culated, the total far ûeld ís given by

Elo' = c'(kp) E"(0) Q'43)

where

Er(0) -- ¿-ik(¡æogÔ 
+vos¡nô) + > ,-il(xt cos{ *v¡ sinÖ)'

t:l

¡/

{ g (ø¡,0-ùr,(ro,r¡o) . å c, 8(øt ö-ûr,(r, ,lr, ) } Q'44)

s*l

2.4 Plane wave excítation

2.4.1 Bound¡rv valuc solutlon

Consider the special case when the radial position of the line source in the

above formulation goes to inûnity. In this cas€ one uses the asymptotic expansion of

the Hankel function and calculates the incident field as

E:* -- E ç e-iV(t cosSs * Y sinôo) (2.4s)
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which is a plane wave impingrng at an angle $p with respect to the ¡-axis. The

incidence angles of this plane wave with respect to the other coordinate systems are

given by

0¡o=ôo-ù¡ , í =lr2r...rN (2.46)

The plane wave in (2.45) can be transformed and expanded in terms of the d th coor-

dinate system as

Se^(a¡,cos$¡g)-ffiRaj1)(a,,(¡)So'(ø¡,1i)So.(ø¡,cos$,9l|r,.o,¡
I

Again consider the scattered ûeld from the I th strip given by

æ

Eì(t, =Eo \Æ :o elt) ¡¿(t)(o,,8,) s", (ot,nt) (2.48)

By applying the boundary conditions and using the addition theorem of the Mathieu

functions, as described for the line source case, one can obtain matrix equations

similar to (222), where BSì) are given by (2.23), while the elements of the vector

L(t) arc given by

t (t) - -(-il- ¡¿J1)(4"1)

r't j41a,) nclt)1ø,,'i 
tt^(a¡ 

'cosÔto) 
e-¡t (x¡cosss + )rsinÖo) Q'4g)

Similarly the far scattered ûeld can be calculated using the asymptotic expression for

Mathieu functions which is given by

E',=Esc'(kp)P(ö) (250)
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rvhefe

S :Lr- -^-L r.. -:-r,\ Sp (ö) = 2 t àe-jk('' cosfi + ¡ sins) 

È^Cn^ AÁ') se^(a¡,cos(g-ù¡)) (2.s1)

2.4.2 Asymptotlc mlutlon

Following the same steps described in section (2.3) and using (2.45) as excitation

instead of (2.1) one can calculate the far scattered ûeld using the asymptotic tech-

nique. i. e.

Ei=Eo c (,tp)P($) Qsz)

where

¡/

p (ö) : 
å "-iL(xt 

cos{ + }¡ dnó) 
{ Í @t,ö-ùr,0¡o)

¡/sì
+ à C, g (at,$ -ù¡ ,(1, ,"1¿, ) I Qs)

s* I

æ

I þp,qp,6po) = -2¡ "-ik(xtcosrq 
* v'sinôo) å +;5 

¡¿il)(¿o 't)
7< trj,)þ) nejs)@o,r)

Se^(ør,cos$o) Sr, (or,öoo) Qs4)

The intensities of the line sources can be calculated from a matrix equation similar

to (2.40) with 8¡o given by Q.a\ while L¡ arc given by

¡/sLt = - 4 "f (¿¡ ,ù1, ,0¡ o)- s=l
s*l

(25s)
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The plane wave scattering properties of two dimensional bodies of infinite

length íue conveniently described in terms of the echo width which is deûned as

w (0) = lim
P->co

^ lø,'(p,o) It"*'l n 
,

(2.s6)

(2.s7)

substituting from (2.45) and (250) or (252) into (256), we obtain

w (ö) l" tor l'
4
k

25 ScatterinR þL g. solíd cvlindricøI surface usin+ the rng!_hod gf_

moments

In order to compare the performance of the simulated cylindrical surface with

the solid one, the total scattered field of the solid cylindrical surface due to line

source excitation will be evaluated using the moment method. The details of the

analysis and method of solution for large and small cylindrical reflectors are given by

Kinzel [34] for a parabolic cylindrical reflector, Azarbat and Shafai [35] for a circular

cylindrical reûector and by Tsai et. al. [39] for a corner reflector. The analysis

presented by these authors is based on solving an integral equation for the current

density on the cylindrical surface. This is always done by dividing the surface into

small segments, then expanding the current density in terms of pulse or triangular

functions of unknown amplitudes (crn) over each segment. By applying the boun-

dary conditions on the surface, the amplitudes (crn ) of the current density expansion

can be calculated. Once the current density is evaluated, the far electric field pat-

tern is given by

where

E!"'(p,Ö) = c'(k p)8" (ö) (258)



E"(ö) = 
[" 

-iksocos(ó -'l'") - c,r 
"-ike,cos(o 

-,1,") or,] (2.5g,)
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n"Q)1tclp, - pnl) ASo m = 1,2,. ..,N(2.60)

zùk {
4 o1-,

where ASn is the nth segment of the surface, Zgis the intrinsic impedance of free

space, (po,üo) are the cylindrical coordinates of the line source and (po,rþn) are the

coordinates of the n th segment of the surface. Coefficients crn can be calculated by

solving the following lV algebraic equations

nol)1kp') = + ,

ü

-1

For r¡ = rn the small argument

to simplify the solution.

approximation of the Hankel function may be used

2.6 Numerical results and discussion

2.6.1 Plane wave exclt¡tlon

Throughout the following results the boundary value solution is denoted as

method 1 while the asymptotic solution is denoted as method 2. The accuracy and

limitations of both methods a¡e examined in this section using examples of plane

wave exciting different numbers of strips. Consider the simple case of two strips

excited by a plane wave, where two exâmples are presented. In the ûrst example, the

two parallel strips are inclined relative to the x-axis of the local coordinate system by

angles rf1 and r[2 which equal 45o. The centers of these strips are located at (1)t,,0,0)

and (-1À,0,0) with respect to the local coordinate system. The width of each strip is

equal to 05 À while the angle of incidence is 90o. The echo width pattern

corresponding to this example is shown in Fig. 2.2 in which the results based on both

methods are in excellent agreement. A main lobe appears at 1800 due to the

reflection of the plane wave from the strips. The asymptotic technique gives very

accurate results since the separation is very large with respect to the strip width. In
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the second s¡ample the effect on the echo width pattern of decreasing the separation

between the two strips is examined. The two strips have the same \+,idth (15 \) and

thei¡ centers are at the same distance from the origin of the local coordinate system (

0.75I). These strips are inclined by Ùr and ùz which equal -45o relative to the x-

axis of the local coordinate system while the angle of incidence is 45o. As can be

seen from Fig. 23, the echo width pattern based on method 2 is far from that based

on method 1. This indicates that the asymptotic solution is only useful when the

seParation between the two strips is very large with respect to the maximum strip

width.

The main goal of this study is to simulate a scattering surface such that the

scattering pattern is the same as or comparable to the solid surface. Thus, the simple

case of simulating a strip of width I À by iV parallel equi-spaced strips of small

widths is considered. The exact solution of the solid strip of 1 )t, width due to plane

wave excitation is used for comparíson purpose. Eight strips, each of width 0.05À,

are used for simulating the 1)r strip which is excited by a normally incident plane

n¡ave. The echo width pattern of tbe simulated strip is calculated by methods 1 and

2 as shown in Fig. 2.4. The comparison between the echo width pattern correspond-

ing to the solid and simulated strips shows an excellent agreement. The metallic part

used for simulating this strip is 40Vo of the total surface. But since $,e us€ a rela-

tively large number of strips the response is almost exactly the same as the solid strip.

If one wants to us€ a small number of strips for simulating the I L strip, the width of

the strips has to be increased. Thus three strips, each of width 0.28 À, are used for

simulating the 1 I strip. The echo width patterns corresponding to the solid and

simulated strips are given in Fig. 2.5 using both methods. Excellent agreement

between the patterns of the solid and simulated strip using method 1 is found while

the pattern of the simulated strip using method 2 deviates from the exact one. This

is because method 2 is only useful when the separation between any two successive

strips is much greater than the ma:rimum strip width. With this small number of
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strips used for simulating the 1 )r strip the metallic part is 84Vo of. the total surface

which is more than twice the previous case. Thus, in simulating any surface, a large

number of thin strips can produce closer results to the exact solution than a small

number of wider strips.

Another s¡ample of simulating an inñnitely long circular cylinder of radius

0.7958 )r is presented. Since the exact solution for the scattering of a plane wave by

a circula¡ conducting cylinder is well known, we compare the scattered field of the

simulated cylinder with the original one. In simulating this cylinder, 24 strips each

of width 0.1 }r are used. The strips a¡e distributed equally on the circumference of a

circle of radius 0.7958 À in the cross section plane. The plane wave is incident at

angle öo : 900. As can be seen in Fig.2.6 the echo width patterns of the solid and

simulated cylinders using method 1 are in excellent agreement while method 2 leads

to greater deviation from the exact value although still reasonably close. In this

example the metallic part of the simulated cylinder is 48Vo of the total surface.

Again the asymptotic solution leads to satisfactory results because the separation

between successive strips is larger than the maximum strips width. The advantage of

the asymptotic solutíon is obvious when dealing with problems requiring large

numbers of stríps where method 1 needs very large size matrices.

Finally, an example of a plane wave incident at 45' on tve parallel strips is

presented. All strips have equal width of 05 \ and are placed such that their

centers lie on the x-axis of the local coordinate system and each is inclined relative

to the x-axis by an angle of -45o. The distance between each two adjacent strips is

1.25 I. As can be seen from Fig. 2.7 the echo width patterns of this example using

both methods are in good agleement.
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2.6.2 Llne source excltstlon

Our main study in this chapter is aimed at simulating cylindrical reflectors using

conducting strips in order to obtain the same or better radiation cha¡acteristics com-

pared to the solid reflectors. In this section four reflector geometries are simulated

by equally-spaced equal-width conducting strips as shown in Fig. 2.8. For the pur-

pose of comparison, the far field patterns corresponding to the solid reflector surface

are evaluated in each case using the moment method along with the integral equa-

tion formulation (IEF). In the following four cases, strips of 0.1)r, width each are

used for simulating reflectors.

Consider for the first case a solid strip of 15\ width simulated by 9 strips and

excited by a line source placed at 0.8I from the strip center. The far field patterns

of simulated and solid strips a¡e shown in Fig. 2.9 using the IEF for the solid strip

and methods 1 and 2 for the simulated one. The far ûeld patterns of the solid and

simulated strips show excellent agreement. In this case only 60Vo of. the simulated

strip is metal.

In the second case a corner reûector is considered, the corner angle being 75o

while the reflector length is 1.2 I and the line source is placed at S = 0.4 )r, from the

apex. Thereflectorissimulatedby16strips.inwhich only66.6% of thetotalsurface

is metal. As can be seen from Fig. 2.10 the far ûeld pattern corresponding to the

solid reflector using the IEF method is in reasonable agreement with that of the

simulated reflector using methods 1 and 2.

The simulation of a circula¡ cylindrical reflector is considered next. The aper-

ture width D is 6 I while the line source is placed at R = 8.0)t. The reflector is

simulated by 4l strips which constitute 66.6Vo of the metal in the total reflector sur-

face. The far ñeld patterns of the solid and simulated reflectors are shown in Fig.

2.11 in which excellent agreement is found.
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Finally a parabolic cylindrical reflector of width D = 5.0 )r is simulated by 35

strips. The focal distance F of the parabola is equal to 1.8)t where the line source is

placed. Fa¡ ñeld patterns corresponding to solid and simulated reflectors are

obtained using the IEF method for the solid reflector and methods 1 and 2 for the

simulated one. Satisfactory agfeement between patterns corresponding to the solid

and simulated reflectors is found as shown in Fig 2.12. Again the metallic part in the

simulated reflector constitutes about 62Vo o1. the total surface.

It should be noticed that in the previous cases the number of strips used in each

case is not the optimum. Accordingly the perceotage metallic part of the simulated

antenna is selected for achieving the same radiation cha¡acteristics as the solid

reflector case. Hence two more examples are introduced, the first shows the effect of

the number of strips on the radiation pattern while the second shows the effect of

the strip width on the pattern. The parabolic reflector antennâ given in the previous

s¡emple is simulated using different numbers of strips. Four far field patterns are

obtained corresponding to N --29,21,19 and 15 strips each of width 0.1 I. The

corresponding metal percentages due to the four cases ate 52Vo,38Vo, ?|Vo and 27Vo,

respectively. The radiation patterns corresponding to these cases are calculated using

method 1. As can be seen from Fig. 2.t3 the pattern using 29 strips is in excellent

agreement with that of the solid reflector presented in Fig.2.72. In the other three

cases we found that, by decreasing the number of strips, the value of the peak Êeld is

decreased while the back lobe is increased. Thus, the best simulation can be

obtained using more than 50Vo metal.

The other example is also a simulation of the same parabolic cylindrical

refector antenna where 29 strips are used. The strips have equal width and are

equally spaced on the reflector trajectory. Four cases a¡e examined corresponding to

strip widths of 0.01 I,0.05I, 0.1À and 0.15I. As can be seen from Fig. 2.1'4 the

peat level of the far ûeld patterns decreases by decreasing the strip width while the

back lobe increases. The percentages of the metallic Portions arc 52Vo, 26Vo, 52Vo
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and 79Vo, respeetively. Again the best simulation is

metallic part of the simulated reflector occupies more

It is also found that the radiation pattern of the

improved over the solid reflector.

obtained when the percentage

than SOVI of the total surface.

simulated reflector cannot be



CHAPTER 3

SIMULATION OF CYLINDzuCAL SCATTERING

SURFACE BY CONDUCTING CIRCULAR CYLINDERS

3.1 Introduction

As stated in chapter 1, the conducting circular cylinder is one of the basic build-

íng blocks for simulating reflectors. The cylinders have to be parallel to each other

and arranged on the cylindrical surface trajectory such that they act electrically in

the same \yay as a solid surface. If each simulating cylinder is assumed to operate

electrically in the sâme way as a current filament along its axis (which is more rea-

sonable with small radii [6]) then the curve joining these ûlaments may or may not

coincide with the actual surface trajectory. For either possibility the radii, spacing

and number of cylinders are design variables requiring the solution of scattering by

N parallel (nonintersecting) conducting circular cylinders. Such a solution can be

rigorous (method 1) or asymptotic (method 2) and corresponding to line source or

plane wave excitation. The solution of this problem for plane wave excitation will be

presented in parallel with the line source excitation throughout this chapter.

Results for the baclscattering echo width as well as the echo width patterns due

to a plane wave incident on different configurations of cylinders are evaluated by

both methods. The fa¡ ûeld patterns of different simulated cylindrical reflector

antennas are calculated by both methods and compared with those corresponding to

the original solid cylindrical reflectors. It is also shown that by using cylinders with

different radii and spacing along the reflector trajectory the far field Pattern may be

improved in some reflector conûgurations.

-46-
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9.2 Boundarv value solution

Consider N parallel nonintersecting infinitely long conducting circular cylinders as

shown in Fig. 3.1. The cylinders are situated such that their Ð(es are parallel to the z

- axis of the circular cylindrical coordinate system used. The center of the i th

cylinder is located at (s¡.rþ¡) with respect to the origin and å¡ is the radius. For the

sake of convenience iV circular cylindrical coordinates are deûned, one at the center

of each cylinder. An incident plane wave of the form

ni"'(p,ô) = e-iLF (3.1)

impinges at an angle $s with respect to the x-a"xis as shown in Fig3.1. For the line

source excitation the incident field is given by

n;*(p,6) = n [z) 1* lÞ' - Þ'ol) Q2)

where the line source is located at (po,ûo) as shown in Fig. 3.1. The time depen'

dence ¿j't is suppressed throughout. The incident wave may be expanded with

respect to the coordinate system of the I th cylinder as follows:

- for the case of plane wave excitation, we have

E!*(Pt Ô¡) : r-iLstcos(Ù¡-óo)

- while for the case of line source excitation, we have instead

no?)(tp,o) J^(kp) ,in(ü - Ùro) , p¡(pro

el*b,,Ö¡) =

æ

=-æ
æ

= -O0

(33)

(3.4)

where J,, is the Bessel function of the first

second kind, and I takes the integer values 1

n oQ)1* p,¡ J, (& p¡ o) ,in(ü - Ùro) , pr ) p ¡ o

kind, ñIo(2) ¡r the Hankel function

to /V, while P¡O md Ù¡O üe given bY

of
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Fig 3.1 : Geometry of the problem.
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Pro =

., I pssinùs - s¡ sinrþ¡ I
{¡s = tari ^tr*+, -,,** ,

(35)

(3.6)

The scattered field from the I th cylinder due to the plane E,ave or the line source is

given by

æ

r{
Eitnb,,ö¡) = 

^!_* 
A,ÍI) noQ)1*p,¡ 

"in6t
(3.7)

where á,r('l) are the scattering coefficients of the f th cylinder. It is assumed that the

scattered field (3.7) includes all the interactions between the I th cylinder and all

other cylinders. Equation (3.7) gives the scattered Êeld of the qth cylinder as well as

the / th cylinder. On the other hand the expression for the scattered field from the

g th cylinder can be expanded in terms of the I th coordinate system and vice versa.

This can be done by using the addition theorem for the Hankel function, namely

noQ)ltcpr) einö- =
m:-@

where

stq Y tt" * tr" - 2 s¡s, cos (rþ¡ - Ùr)

t ' ù, IÚ"=tan-rtffil
provided that s¡, = sq¡ and úto = ú4 | 1800.

Now the total electric field is given by

rV

E!o'(pp,oo) = El*bp,oo) +
n:l

(3.e)

(3.10)

(3.11)
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s,here nj*(pr,0o) ir the incident field in terms of thepth coordinate system of the

plane waye or the line source. The total freld E!"(pp,þp) can be written completely

in any of the coordinate systems given by using the addition theorem of the Hankel

function. The boundary condition on the conducting surface of the p th cylinder is

Elo'(pp,$p) = 0 (3.12)

Applying tbis boundary condition lV times, once on each cylinder surface, leads to

the following iV matrix equations

where p takes the values I to iV, while .4(P) and ¿(ø) ¿¡s infrnite vectors containing

the scattering coefficients corresponding to p th and the q th cylinders, respectively.

3@ø) are infinite dimensional matrices with elements

Bfii) --
J n(kbP) Hr?)^(ks*\ e-iþ-n)Ù,", p * e (3.14)

¡1oØ1*bo)

while L@) are infinite vectors, whose elements for the plane wave incidence ÍIre

given by

¡/
A@) - t@\ +

4:I

L:P) = _ J n(kbP)

¡7oØ1*bo)
¡ 

n ,-ikse cot (ú, - öo) , -jn ôo

while for the line source excitation they are given by

_ J n(kbP)

¡¡n?)(*bo)
Ll= H r?)(k p où ,-inùto

(3.13)

(3.ls)

(3.16)

Equations (3.13) include infinite dimensional matrices and some truncation must

therefore be performed in order to generate a numerical solution. It is well known

that for reasonably large values of. kb, a number of Bessel function terms M, which
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is approximately equal to 3kb, should be computed to give a valid solution to the sin-

gle cylinder scattering problem. We will assume that the same rule applies to the

case of lf cylinders because the factor J^(kb)/Hr(z)&Ð which gives the rapid con-

vergence is common in both single and I{ cylinders cases. According to this trunca-

tion the yectors and matrices in equations (3.13) will be of dimension (2M +1).

Moreover equations (3.13) can be written in a single matrix equation, i. e.

A=L+BA (3.17)

where B is a squÍue matrix of dimension [ff (2ÌyI +l)1, .Á and L are Yectors of the

same dimension. Equation (3.17) can be written in the form

(I-B)A=L (3.18)

which can be solved as a set of ordinary linear algebraic equations for the unknown

vector ^4 . The vector .å contains N vectors each of tength (2M +1) corresponding to

the scattering coefficients of each cylinder. Once the scattering coefficients are cal-

culated, the total scattered field due to plane wave incidence is given by

E"(P'0)

ù

l=1

T4

"å 
nn(r) uoQ)1kp,¡ 

"inör
(3.le)

(3.20)

and for the line source excitation the total electric ûeld is

JV

E!,(p,þ): H[2) (elp - pol) + å n=-M

In the far field, where & p¡ )> 1, we employ the approximations

pt =p - s¡ cos(ù¡ -0), ö =ör=02:

In addition, we use the asymptotic value of the Hankel function for large argument,
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tr
noQ)1kp) = V# t-iLe ¿it/4 ¡n

In this case the total scattered field due to plane wave incidence is given by

(3.22)

(3.23)

(3.24)

(3.2s)

E,'(p,0):c(kp)P(0)

¡/M

p(0) = å ,2ur' AnQ) 
"iÈsr 

cos(Ùr -ô) ,inö

where

IT
c(ep) :V# 

"-iÈe "irla

Also the total fa¡ electric Êeld for the line soufce excitation is given by

E!"(p,$) = c(ep) E,(0) (3.26)

in An(r) 
"iksrcos(tt 

- 6) ,r"ô) e.zl)E" (ö) = { ,ir'*os (ó - Ùo) ç

In both expressions (323) and (3.26) the multiple interactions among cylinders are

included in the coefficient calculations. In the special case of N = 2 our solution

gives the same expressions given by Young and Bertrand [11].

3.3 Asvmptotic solution

The Karp and Russek technique for diffraction of a plane wave by a wide slit

[15] can be extended to the case of scattering by lV circular cylinders due to plane or

cylindrical incident $,aves. The technique is based on considering the scattered field

from each cylinder due to plane or cylindrical wave incidence plus the scattered freld

due to line sources, of unknown intensity, located at the centers of the other

cylinders. The line sources account in an approximate sense for the multiple

¡/

shr
| =1 n

M

:_M
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interaction between the cylinders" As stated before, the technique is based on the

scattered ûeld from a single cylinder due to plane wave or line source excitation.

The fa¡ scattered ûeld from a síngle cylinder, with center at (s¡ ,rþ¡ ) with respect to

the origin, due to a plane wave incident at an angle $g is given by

Ej(p,ö) = c (kp) I þ,ô,ôo) (3.28)

where

while the far scattered field due to a line source located at (po,ùo), with respect to

the center of the cylinder, is

Ej(p,ô) -- c(kp) s(b,0,üo,po) (330)

where

8(å,0,Ûo,Po)=_'å,enjnPo,,oun,Q)1*po¡cosn($_ùo)(331)
" n \'-- it

Here å is radius of the cylinder. In order to calculate the scattered ûeld due to the

set of N cylinders shown in Fig. 3.1 we assume a line source of unknown intensity C

at the center of each cylinder. The total scattered ûeld from the q th cylinder due to

an incident plane wave is

Eä(p q,ôr)[c (e pr)]-1 = f (br,öq,öo) C¡ g (br,öq ,úqt ,sqt) Q32)
¡v

+
I =l
l*q

while that due to line source excitation ts

Eå(pc,ör)[c (k pc)]-1 = g(bq,þc,ûeo,Pao) +
¡/

t:1
l*c

(333)
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The first terms in equations (332) and (333) are the direct scattered fields from the

q th cylinder due to plane wave and line source excitations, respectively. The second

term in each of these equations is due to multiple interactions between the q th

cylinder and all other cylinders. Now in order to calculate the unknowns C¡, the

partial scattered field from the j th cylinder due to the scattered ûeld from the q th

cylinder (Eìr) can be determined by considering the scattered freld from qth

cylinder "¡ 0t equals üq¡ as an intensity of a line source times the well known

response (3:30). Thus, for plane wave incidence

1N.ì
Eìo = ít 1ur,ûo¡,00) *

| =1
l*q

c(kp¡) S(b¡,ö¡,ú¡q,s¡q), i = 1,2,''' N

while for the line source excitation

(3i4)

1N.ì
= tg (bq,ùq¡,ùao,Pso) +

I =l
| *q

Eìt

c(kp¡) S(b¡,ö¡,ù¡q,s¡q), i = 1,2,''' N

On the other hand this partial scattered field is given by

Eì,=C,c(ke¡) S(b¡,þ¡,ú¡q,s¡q) ,i =1,2, "',il , i * q

¡t ¡/ Àf

2 r, (bq,úr¡,oo) * ¡Ð, ,1r t, t(bq,úq¡,úqrrqt¡ : (N - 1) cq

i+q i+c t*q

Using the equivalence between equations (336) and (33a) or (3.35), and taking into

account the partial scattered ñeld from all cylinders due to the scattered field from

the qth cylinder, the intensity of the line sources C can be determined from the fol'

lowing expressions:

- for the case of plane wave excitation

(33s)

(336)

(337)
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- for the case of line source excitation

¡/ ¡/ ¡/

i:l j=L l=t
i +c j+c t*q

Equations (337) and (3.38) can be written in the matrix form

B C =L

where

(33e)

Bqt =

i ,l * q

Q=l
(3.40)

I 
g s (bq ,ú,¡ ,ú il ,sqt)

ll-;

Lq=

¡/s
- ,4 rf @q'Ùq¡ 'Ôo) " 

-its'cos(g' - ôo) 
' i +

¡/s
-r4rs(bq,Úq¡,Ùao,Pso) , i*q

q f.or pløne wave

(3.41)

for line source

(3.42)

Once the intensities of the line sources are calculated, the total far scattered

due to plane wave incidence is given by

8,"(p,0) = c(kp) P(0)

where

¡/

P(ô) = å { ¡ oo,ô,oo) ¿-iks'cos(r}' -$s)

Iv

. å ct g(bq,ô,ùar,roùltrir',cos(ô - ûc)

l*q

(3.43)
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For the case of a line source excitation the total far ûeld is given by

E!o'(p,Ö) = ai*b,Ö) + E"'(p,ö) = c(kp) E"(0)

where

E"(ö) - "ik\úos(ô 
- ù0) + Ë | s@q,Ö,üeo,peo)

q =l

1V

+ Ë ct g(bc,Ö,üel ;.qùl eik"co's(ô -ù')
I =l
I *q

(3.44)

(3.4s)

(3.46)

Again the plane tvaye scattering properties of two dimensional bodies of inûnite

length are conveniently described in terms of the echo width which is given by

w (ö) Þ ror l'
4

k

while the backscattering echo width IY is given at 0 = 0o * t.

3.4 Results and discussion

3.4.1 Pl¡ne wsve excltstlon

The accuracy and restriction of the approximate solution will be examined with

respect to the boundary value solution. Examples of a plane wave exciting different

numbers of cylinders will be used. The two methods described earlier are employed,

the boundary value solution is denoted by method 1 while the asymptotic solution is

denoted by method 2. First consider the case of plane *,ave scattering by two

cylinders. For simplicity the radii of the cylinders will be considered equal and

denoted by kb in the following numerical calculations unless otherwise stated. Figs.

3.2(a) and 32(b) show the echo width patterns f.ot kb = 0.1 and 1.0, respectively,

while the separation between the centers of the two cylinders is &s = 3 and the
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angle of incidence is $6 = 10o. The numerical results in Fig. 3.2 arc based on

methods 1 and 2. Agreement between the two methods is very good in Fig. 3.2(a)

and somewhat better than in Fig. 3.2(b), since the approximations used in method 2

become restrictive when the separation between the two cylinders is very large rela-

tive to the radius. In Fig. 3.3 the backscattering echo width is calculated for

different sepírrations between the two cylinders in which &s' is equal to (s - 2")k .

Fig. 3.3(a) shows the backscattering echo width f.ot kb = 0.1 and incidence angle of

600, while in Fig. 33(b) kb = I and the incident angle is 90o. As can be seen from

Fig. 33(a) the results based on methods 1 and 2 are identically the same, which

conûrms that method 2 is ideal for the case of thin cylinders. From Fig. 33(b) the

backscattering echo width based on method 2 deviates at small separations from that

of method 1, as expected, because the cylinders a¡e thick in this case.

For the case of more than two cylinders, Fig. 3.4 presents the echo width pat-

terns based on both methods for an equi-spaced linear array of three cylinders. The

radius frå and the separation between the successive cylinders are 0.75 and 2¡,

respectively, while the incidence angle is 90'. As can be seen, the results based on

method 2 agtee quite well with those based on the exact solution. Fig. 3.5 gives the

backscattering echo width for an equi-spaced linea¡ írrray of three cylinders at

different separations &s'. The calculations based on method 2 deviate at small

separations from those based on the exact method. But for larger separations the

two methods give almost completely identical results.

3.4.2 Llne sourcc excltatlon

Our ûrst example involves the simulation of a conducting strip where the results

by methods 1 and 2 are compared with the integral equation formulation technique

(IEF) solved by the method of moments. The strip width is I )t and is simulated by

cylinders of equal radii (0.016 I). Fig. 3.6 presents the fa¡ field patterns
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corresponding to N : 7,9, 11 and 15 cylinders simulating the strip. A comparison

between the patterns of the simulated strip with that of the solid strip of the same

total width indicates that the deviation in the back lobe level decreases by increasing

the number of cylinders. Thus the case N : 15 gives a pattern very close to that of

the solid strip. An attempt to improve the radiation pattern by simulating the strip

using circular cylinders of unequal radii and spacing is shown in Fig. 3.7. Four cases

are shown corresponding to N :'1,9, 11, and 13. The cylinders are arranged so that

the radius of the cylinder located at the strip center is equal to 0.01 I , while the

radii of the other cylinders increase by an increment of 0.004 )t' towards the edges.

The spacing between the centers of each two adjacent cylinders is increased by an

increment of 0.ffi8 )r in the edge direction. It is found that when N : 13 the beam

width decreases by 4" relative to that of the solid strip, while the first side lobe is

very close to that of the solid strip.

Figure 3.8 presents the far field patterns due to a cylindrical parabolic reflector

of 3 I width and I )t focal length. Four cases are shown corresponding to N : 21,

31, 35 and 41. The cylinders have equal radii (0.016 )r) and spacing. It is noticed that

for N : 41 the radiation pattern of the simulated reflector is very close to that of

the solid reflector. Also by increasing the number of simulating cylinders the radia-

tion pattern does not improve. To improve the radiation pattern of the simulated

reflector, different radii and spacing of the simulating cylinders are used. Figure 3.9

indicates the far field patterns for four cases corresponding to N : 17, 21,25, and

27. The radius of the cylinder at the center of the reflector is 0.01 I and the radii of

the other cylinders are increased by an increment of 0.004 I while the spacing is

increased by O.ffiE )r towa¡ds the edge. The far ûeld pattern of N =27 shows an

improvement in the first side lobe level by approximately 19Vo rwhile the main beam

Êeld intensity is increased by l37o over that of the solid reflector. The deviation

which appears in the pattern of the solution by method 2 is due to the larger radii of

some cylinders used in simulating the reflector where a large spacing between each
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Fig 3.8:Far fieid pattern of a parabolic reflector fed

by a line source ( simulated by equal radii and

equaliy spaced circular cylinders ).
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Fig. 3.9 : Far field pattern of a parabolic reflector fed

by a line source ( simuiated by unequal radii and

unequally spaced circular cylinders ).
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two adjacent cylinders with respect to their radii is required by the method. The

solution by method 1 yields good results and shows that an improvement in the radi-

ation pattern could be achieved using unequal radii and spacing.

Another example of simulating a cylindrical circular reflector is presented in

Fig. 3.10. Four cases are shown corresponding to N : 41,51, 55 and 57 cylinders.

The cylinders have equal radii (0.016 À) and spacing. The circular cylindrical

reflector has a radius of 1.6 I. The case of 55 cylinders yields a far field pattern close

to that of the solid reflector with a higher main beam ûeld intensity.

Finally the corner reflector is also simulated as shown in Fig. 3.11. The

reûector has I )r length, 90o corner angle and a source placed at 03 )t from the apex.

Figure 3.11 presents the far field patterns corresponding to the cases lV : 73,7'1,27

and 25. The simulating cylinders have equal radii (0.016 )r) and spacing. The pat-

terns show good agreement with the solid reflector pattern in the case of N : 25.

Figure 3.12 shows the results of a corner reflector simulation using unequal radii and

spacing between the circula¡ cylinders. The cylinder at the apex has a radius of 0.01

)r while the other radii a¡e increased from the apex to\yards the edges by an incre-

ment of 0.003 I with the spacing increased by an increment of 0.006 À. Four cases

are shown in Fig.3.12 corresponding to iV :15,1'1,19 and 21. The case of N :2L

cylinders yields a very close pattern to that of the solid reflector pattern when using

method 1 while method 2 gives a high back lobe. Also the beam width in this case is

decreased while the main beam field intensity is decreased by $Vo relative to that

corresponding to the solid reflector.
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considerations

Primarily our study in Chapters 2 and 3 is aimed at presenting a design

analysis to be used for a large variety of electromagnetic applications. The

numerical results obtained throughout this project mainly recommend the simula-

tion by both equally spaced equi-width strips and unequal radii and unequal

spacing bet$'een circular cylinders for antenna applications. These distributions

can improve or províde the same the electrical performance of simulated reflector

antennas with respect to the correspondíng continuous surface reflector antennas.

However, an overall optimum design requires more information about other

patâmeters such as surface stresses, weight, rigidity and thermal effects. For

instance, if the weight is the main concern for a certain antenna application, hol-

low or half tubes facing the radiation zone may be used for simulation. In other

applications when the stresses become a serious problem, as in the case of scan-

ning radars, such stresses may destroy the reflectof antenna surface and hollow

rods may therefore be used for simulation for the outermost elements (i.e. near

the outer edges) of that kind of reflector antenna. When wind loading and ther-

mal effects a¡e serious simulation by cylinders rather than strips is recommended.

On the other hand, aû adyantage of using s:rips rather than cylinders is evident

when the adjacent strips of a strip simulated reflector rotated sequentially to gen-

erate beâm scanning in the horizontal plane for target detection. This avoids

rotation of the whole reflector and can not be achieved with a cylinder simulated

reflector.

It becomes therefore clea¡ that in order to obtain an optimum design for a

simulated anteûna, other factors from the specified application has to be clearly

recognized and incorporated in the design in a manner which is beyond the scope

of this thesis. An exâmple of simulating cylindrical parabolic reflector antenna of

4 L width and 1.5 I focal length is introduced here to illustrate the comPlexity of

simulation by circular cylinders as opposed to strips. In case of the simulation
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by circular cylinders a hypothetical assumption is made, due to mechanical con-

siderations, that the radii of the cylinders lie between 0.01 À and 0.06 À, while for

strip simulation widths lie between 0.06 I and 0.15 I.

Consider the simulation by circular cylinders, linear distributions for the

radii and spacings can be expressed as

b¡=bo+iAl

.rij ss1'*i A2

(3.47)

(3.48)

where A1 and à,2 úe the increments in the radius and spacing, respectively, i

takes the values 0, 1,..., (N -t)P for the upper half of the simulated reflector

while for the lower half similar distributions ¡rre assumed. å9 is the radius of the

cylinder at the middle of the reflector while s¡¡' is the separation between the

two successive cylinders i and j and j = í * l. Using (3.47) and (3.48) the fol-

lowing distributions are produced :

(i) A1 =[r=g

(tt) Ar=0, Az)0

(ttt) Ar=0 , Az(0

(tu) L2=2Ã1 , Ar)0

(r) L2=2A1 , Ar(0

Now, let us examine the simulation by equal radii and spacing circula¡ cylinders

which corresponds to distribution (i). In this case *¡e use åg = 0.01 in order to

minimize the amount of material used for the simulation. Fig. 3.13 shows the

axial Êeld of the simulated reflector versus the number of cylinders used for

simulation. From this ûgure one can predict what is the minimum number of

cylinders necessary for simulation without a significant deterioration in the
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antenna p€rformance. This can be seen by first drawing a tangent to the lower

part of the Emax versus N curve and another to the upper part and thus the

number corresponding to the point of the intersection of the two tangeûts, which

is 21 in this case, is the limit that one can reasonably use for simulation by

cylinders of the speciûed size and separation. However if one uses 21 cylinders in

this example and employ distribution (ii), which corresponds to equal radii and

unequal spacing, one can still improve the radiation performance. But for any

further improvement of the simulated antenna performance one needs to choose

distribution (ív ), shown in Fig. 3.14, which employs more material for simulation

but offers the best electrical performance. Another scheme that might improve

the performance of a simulated reflector using the minimum number of cylinders

is to shift the locations of the axes of some simulating cylinders away from the

original trajectory which requires an optimization procedure beyond the scope of

this thesis. Howevef, for all possible design cases, the electromagnetic analysis

and tools given in the thesis should be sufficient to embark on an optimization

path.

Since saving material is one of the simulation objectives, thus one should

take åg = 0.01 I which is the lowest permissible radius. The number of cylinders

N and the increment A1 are arbitrary and we caû ûx one parameter and study

the effect of the other, and vice versa. In this cas€ rye consider N : 35 and A1 is

variable as shown in Table 3.1 while in Table 32 we fix Â1 at 0.003 }t and vary l/ .

The beamwidth (BW ), maximum electric ûeld intensity of the main lobe (E,"'),

electric ûeld intensity of the back lobe (E¿ ) and the side lobe level (SZZ ) are

evaluated in each case. The values of these quantities in case of the original

reflector antenna (unsimulated) of the same dimension are 12.47" , '7.76 dB ,

-20.68 dB and 2.79 dB, respectiyely. Comparing these values with the

corresponding values in each case in Tables 3.1 and 3.2, one can make an intuitive

decision based on how much deterioration in the electrical performance which
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can be tolerated for specific application. Of course one can produce a table simi-

lar to Table 3.1 for each value of N in Table 3.2 and rlso a table simila¡ to Table

3.2 f.or each value of A1 in Table 3.1 which lead to 28 Tables for making an intui-

tive decision. The best electrical performance from Tables 3.1 and 3.2 is found to

be at N = 35 and A = 0.003 )t. The radiation pattern corresponding to this

case is shown in Fig. 3.15.

It should be pointed out that, equal width equi-spaced strips, is the best dis-

tribution found so far. The strip width (2d ) and the number of strips (N ) are

the only va¡iables in this case. Again repeating the same procedure as in the case

of simulation by cylinders, we obtain Tables 33 and 3.4. Our intuitive decision,

based on the best electrical performance, leads to ?Å = 0.14À and N : 25. The

radiation pattern corresponding to this case is shown in Fig. 3.15. Comparison

between patterns corresponding to simulation by circular cylinders as opposed to

simulation by strips with that of the solid surface reûector shows that the first

excels the other two since it has higher main beam intensity and lower side lobe

level.
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Table 3.1 : Radiation characteristics of a cylindrcial parabolic reflector
simuated by circular conducting cylinders.

åo = 0.01

Bw (des.) E ff¡ü(dB) Eb@B) sLL(dB) Ârl¡r N

lt.t3
tt.82

11.91

lt.99

12.M

12.13

72.19

122s

t232

1238

12.44

12.fi

t2.fi
12.62

12.68

7.43

758

7.72

7.84

7.96

8.06

8.16

826

8.35

8.45

854

8.63

8.72

8.81

8.89

-1459

-15.05

-15.50

-15.96

-16.41

-16.87

-17 g
-77.81

.183()

-18.79

-19.29

-19.80

-20.32

-20.82

-2t.33

2.93

2.78

2.62

2.47

2.31

2.15

1.99

7.82

1.66

1.48

1.30

1.11

0.y2

0.72

0.51

0.0002

0.00(X

0.0006

0.0008

0.0010

0.0012

0.0014

0.0016

0.0018

0.0020

0.æ22

0.m.24

0.0026

0.0028

0.0030

35

35

35

35

35

35

35

35

35

35

35

35

35

35

35
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Table 32 : Radiation characteristics of a cylindrcial parapolic reflector

simulated by circular conducting cylinders.

åo = o.o1

Bw (des.) E ûru,(dB) Eb@B) sLL(dB) Ârllr N

8.09

8.95

9.79

1039

10.87

1128

tt.62

11.91

72.12

12.29

12.43

t256

12.68

0.04

3.74

5.02

6.19

6.95

7.46

7.82

8.09

8.31

8.4E

8.63

8.77

8.89

-0.23

-1.62

-3.24

-s.03

-6.%

"8.%

-10.99

-13.00

-14.94

-16.79

-1850

-20.02

-2133

3.42

3.63

3.42

3.03

2.62

224

LN
1.65

1.40

l.l7

0.95

0.73

051

0.003

0.003

0.003

0.003

0.003

0.003

0.003

0.003

0.003

0.003

0.003

0.003

0.003

11

13

15

77

t9

2l

23

25

27

29

31

33

35



BW (deg.') E úü(dBl, Eb@B) sLL(dB) ult ¡/

71.77

11.84

11.90

11.96

t2.02

t2.6
t2.t0

12.13

12.t7

1225

72.26

7.28

7g
7.40

7.45

7.49

7.53

7.fi
759

7.62

7.68

7.68

-16.65

-17.53

.1836

-19.14

-19.83

-20.42

-20.90

-2t.n

-2t.53

-27.æ

-2lJl

3.0s

3.02

3.00

2.98

2.96

2.95

2.93

2.v2

2.91

2.87

2.87

0.080

0.085

0.090

0.æ5

0.100

0.105

0.110

0.115

0.120

0.140

0.160

75

25

25

25

25

25

25

25

25

25

25
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Table 3.3 : Radiation characteristics of a cylindrical parabolic reflector

simulated by conducting strips.

Table 3.4 : Radiation cha¡acteristics of a cylindrical parabolic reflector

simulated by conducting strips.

Bw (des.) E 
'flfu.(dB)

Eb@B) sLL(dB) ult N

ß.n
10.77

11.13

11.40

11.59

11.72

tt.82

11.88

11.91

6.96

7.fi
7.77

7.90

7.98

8.00

8.00

8.00

7.99

-6.85

-70.12

-1328

-t6.14

-78.47

-20.08

-20.98

-21.35

-2t38

3s3

3.40

320

3.19

3.11

3.Ul

3.00

3.01

3.00

0.14

0.14

0.14

0.14

0.14

0.14

0.14

0.14

o.t4

14

16

18

20

22

24

26

28

30
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CHAPTER 4

ANALYSIS OF A LONG DIPOLE ANTENNA WITH
ARBITRARY FEED POSITION

4.1 Introduction

In previous chapters an ideal line source has been used as a feed for the simu-

lated reflector antenna. In practice, such a line source does not exist, therefore a

thin long dipole antenna is chosen to be the feed for the simulated reflector. The

long dipole antenna has been widely investigated as described earlier. Among those

investigations is the work reported by Hurd [58] which is extended in this chapter

since it is viewed as a special case of arbitrarily fed dipole. The extension includes

expressions for the current distribution and radiation ûeld of an arbitrarily fed

dipole, which are not given in Hurd's work, as well as generalizing the input admit-

tance formula of the center fed dipole to the case of an arbitrarily fed dipole. It is

important to stress that the feed of the long dipole antenna used here is a delta func-

tion generator. It was pointed out by Chen and King [78] that for a thin dipole

antenna it is essential to replace the Bessel and Hankel function involved in the

current integral equation by their porr,er serieì approximation in order to remedy the

effect of the delta function generator. Since in our case only a thin dipole is con-

sidered and the Bessel and Hankel functions are approximated by leading terms in

their power series, the solution is reasonable in practice.

The solution of the arbitrarily fed dipole is based on the solutions of two auxili-

ary problems as shown schematícally in Fig 4.1. A symmetrically fed dipole (two

identical sources located at the seme distance I from the center as shown in Fig. 4.1-

b) is treated first, then the antisymmetrically fed dipole ( where one source is out of

phase from the other by 180' as shown in Fig.4.1-c) is introduced. A superposition

of the solutions of these two problems leads to the solution of the arbitrarily fed
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dipole ântenna as shown in Fig. 4.1-d. The multiply fed dipole is also considered as a

superposition of arbitrarily fed dipoles (see Fig. a.l-f). Results for the input admit-

tance, current distribution and radiation pattern for various dipole lengths are

evaluated and compared with the published data [791. It should however be

emphasized that Hurd's work has not beeû extended to dipoles shorter than about

)r/2 and therefore all dipole segments (feed to feed or feed to edge) must be longer

thaû I/4 for the analysis in this chapter to be valid.

42 Current distibution on g svmmetrícøllv driven dipole

4.2.1 Foruolatlon

The geometry of the antenna under consideration is shown in Fig. 4.2-a. The

antenna is assumed to be a thin walled, perfectly conducting tube occupying the

region p = ø,-hszsh, of the (p,öt) cylindrical coordinate system. It is driven

at z:*l and -/ by two identical voltage sources each' with a voltage V" applied

across an inûnitesimal gap. The electric field component in either gap is given by

E, = -Y' { õ(z +t) + ô(z -r) } (4.1)

where ô is the Dirac delta function. The space surrounding the antenna is divided

into two regions, denoted by l for p(ø and 2for p> ø. Field comPonents in these

regions will henceforth be distinguished by appropriate superscripts. It is assumed

that all field components are derivable from the z-component of the electric Hertz

vector. In either region, one can write the z-component of the Hertz vector in the

form

Á¡(E) z¡(gù ¿iïz dE , í =tr2 (4.2)
7

II"(i) = J

where 92 = k'- E', Á¡(Ë) ¿¡s amplitude functions, and Z¡ ñe Bessel functions
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Fig. 4.2. Geometry of the problem.
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approfrriate to the region. The contour of integration is assumed to be indented

downward a¡ound the branch point Ë = -& and upward at f = ¿. From (4.2), the

tangential electric and magnetic field comPonents are easily obtained as

l.
E: = J F2 A,(Ðz¡(gr)"r' dÊ

l.
nL = -j reo J F ¿¡ (Ë) Z¡'(gp) ¿iíz d Ë

(4.3) .

(4.4)

The prirne on the Bessel function denotes derivative with respect to the argument.

At p = d, Ez must be continuous for all z, thus

Ár(E) zt(!a) = Áz(Ë) zz(9o) (45)

also E, = 0 for p = a, -hSzSh, with the exception of. z : +1. Taking the

inverse Fourier transform of (4.3), we get

P
2n g2 Á¡(Ë) z¡(Fo) = J e-iEz E,(r) dz - vs{¿iít+e-iit} (4.6)

lz'l> h

In the region z) h, p = a, 116 Inust be continuous. Therefore, from (4.4),

t¡rt
J g eiE, lor(tl zí(Fo) - ez(€) zz'(go) jat = o , tzt)h (4.7)

For lzl(å and p = a, the total current I, on the antenna is given by

r,(z)=-2n"["út,-rt] (4.8)

SubstitutinE (.4) into (4.8), we obtain
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I,(r) = 2t¡ j rr"o f geiE,þrcvr'(po) - Az(Ðzz1o"ll ag

[o , bt]h
| -rrl,(z)

[ "% 
' tztlh

, lz 11h (4.9)

(4.10)

(4.11)

Use is now made of (a5) and (a.Q to removeÁr(Ë) and.á2(() from (a.7) and (a.9).

This leads to the result

u t>h

and

t¡

J EQ)K(z-z)ar'=Vs {K(z+r) + K(z-I)} - " ' tztlh (4.13)

ui>n 
' ''- \- ''' '' t Zøeo ' ø'

where

K(z)=l*ffi(iE (4.14)

where Zlhas been replaced by Jo and 22by Hf;) and the Wronskian relation

JoHoQI- HoQ)¡o' = -Zj /r¡Fa has been used. Interchanging the order of integra-

tion and writing E(r)î.or Er(z) yield the following integral equations for E(z)

t¡

J Ek)K(z-z')dr' =V' {K(r+r) + K(z-t)}, tzt)h (4.12)

Assume the propagation constant & to be complex, i.e. k = p - jq with p,e)0.
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Exteûding the deÊnition of E(r) and f (z), equations (4.12) and (a.ß) can be com-

bined as

l.

J EQJK(z-z)¿r'=vs {K(r+¿) + K(z-t)} -
lz'l> h

which now holds for all z, provided that E (r) = 0 for

lzl> h.

h

h

P
,*(Ë) = J e-iEz Eþ) dz

*n

i(Ë) = J e-iEz rG) dz

-n

e (Ë) : J e-iEz K þ) dz

r,I,(z)
Zøeo (4'15)

lzl<h and f (r) = 0 for

It is noticed that integral equation (4.15) is of the Wiener-Hopf type. The solu-

tion of such an equation needs a definition of the following Fourier transforms :

e-jEz E þ) dz
7,-G) = J (4.16)

(4.17)

(4.18)

(4.1e)

wbere ¿-(Ë) and ¿a([) are regular functions in the lower and upper halves of the (

plane, respectively. The current t (Ë) is regular in the whole f plane, while ,t (Ë) is

regular in the strip -q < Im(Ë)< q.

The behavior of these transforms for large lll is required for the Wiener-Hopf

technique. This can be determined from the asymptotic relations between the func-

tions and their Fourier transforms. Consider the function
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1f
F*(") : È Jo , (x) e-i"' dx (4.20)

in which

F*(o) = #r(r+1) ,3t2,,i(u+r) *-(r+1) {::; 
gzz)

Now, changing the variable z to ¡ *å in the transformation of e -, we obtain

Í(x)= Axu

and -l1u( 1. Upon using (4.21)

The edge condition described in [80] gives

Similarly

, f_r.
in (4.20), we have

Í.
¿_(Ë) = e-iEh J e-iíx Eþ+h) dx

0

(4.21)

(4.23)

(4.24)

(4.2s)

(4.26)

E (x +h) = O (r-t/\ ¿¡s ¡ - 0+

Thus, a comparison between ¿ -(Ë) and F a(cr) yields

¿_(E) = O(e-¡gn¡E¡rfz) as t!t- æ

¿+(Ë) = gltiïh Efrfz¡ as tltr æ

Since I(x+h): O(rtn) as¡- 0- and I(x-h) = O("'P) as.r- 0+,(4.zz)yields

i(€) = O(e-iEn E-3n) as t!t- æ

in the upper half-plane, and

(4.27)



in the lower half-plane. From equation (4.14) and (4.19) we find that

e(€): 2¡

í(€) = oþiEn Ertn¡

¿-(E),t-(Ë) eiin * fr tf|.

-- eilh ll
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rls lllr æ (4.28)

(4.2e)

(4.31)

) of all the func-

in the upper and

(432)

as in (4.32), the

Fz Jo(p{ n"{z)(ga)

The asymptotic behavior of & (Ë) ut lll* co can be easily obtained from (4.29) as

É(E) = o(lËl-1) (430)

42.2 Solutlon oi the inteersl equatlon uslnq the Wiener-Hopf technique

The basic tools of this technique Íue anal¡íc continuation, Liouville's theorem

and the factorÞation of anal¡ic functions. It is assumed that these tools are under-

stood throughout the solution. Now, by taking the Fourier transform of equation

(4.15), we obtain

f
Ir-ttl + ¿+(€) - 2v' cos([f) ] oftl = #

which holds in the common strip of regularity (i.e -qcIm(Ë)<q
tions. Suppose that t (Ç) can be factorized into functions regular

lower half-planes given by

k -(Ë)e(Ë):\r' 
e *(Ë)

When equation (431) is multiplied by tiíh , and & (Ë) is factored

result is

) É+(Ë) ¿iEå

- r.(Ë) l ft -(Ë)2V' cos(fl ) (4.33)
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According to the asymptotic behaviors (4.?5) and (4.27) the ûrst term on the left

hand side of equation (a33) is regular in the lower half-plane, while the second term

on the same side is regular in the upper half-plane. The right hand side of equation

(4.33) is regular in the common strip. An equation similar to (433) can be found by

multiplying (430) by e-iEh instead of. eiEh, with the result

¿ +(Ë) e-iEn

e *(Ë)

Again the region of regularity for the first term on the left hand side is the upper

half-plane and that for the second term is the lower half-plane, while the right hand

side is regular in the common strip. The right hand side of equations (4.33) and

(4.34) can be written as the sum of upper and lower functions by using Cauchy's for-

mula, i. e.

(4.3s)

where F (Ë) is a function which decays quickly enough at infinity and is regular in

the strip containing C - and C.. as shown in Fig. 43. The integral along C - is regu-

la¡ in the lower half-plane, while the integral along C a is regular in the upper half-

plane. Making use of equation (4.35) in(a33) and (434), with F equal to the right

hand side, gives

¿-(Ë) e-(Ë) eiEh * + t(Ë) e*(Ë) ,¡s¡
¿lttCo

F(Ë)=+ r FG)dt
Zni t -Ë' c_+L*

eiÊ,h Í 2vs cos(lt) - r.(Ë) l

and

=*l
. c_+c+

f -Ë

k -(l) dt
(4s6)
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¿ +(Ë) e-i En rt i(Ë) ¿-iË¡
2,.i,eo ¿ -(Ë)fr *(Ë)

*l- c_+c+

e-iEnrrrw cos((/ ) -
fr *(€Xt - Ë)

Equations (4.36) and (437) can be re-written as

¿-(Ë) e-(Ë) eiË'n * I citu [e +(t) - 2v' cos(/r ) ] t -1r ¡ at

e -g¡lat

["*,, )-2v'

7I

-
¿7t l

r
C+

c_

¿iht

r -Ë

cos(/r ll r -1,¡ a,

(4s7)

(438)

_-1
2tj r -l

t
c+

fr t(E) k+(Ë) ¿¡¿t : Pr(Ë)

e-int 
[ " -,r ) - zv' cos(r/ ll a,

e-(r) (r - t)

e-j[ | e -(t) - zvs cos(rt ll a,*l' c_
e-G) (r - Ë)

(4.3e)

Since the first part of equation (438) is regular in the lower half-plane and the

second part is regular in the upper half-plane, anal¡ic continuation indicates that

Pr(Ë) is regular in the whole t plane. Similarly, the ûrst part in equation (a39) is

regular in the upper half-plane and the second part is regular in the lower half-plane,

so that pz(Ë) is regular in the whole ( plane. The integrals in (4.38) and (439) go to

zero f.or large lll while,t-(€) and &*(Ç) are bounded, thus the first term in (a38)

- rt t(Ë) ¿-ifå
zo,eo fr-(Ë) =Pz(Ë)
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and (4.39) tend to zeto îÌ inûnity and thus Pr(Ë) and P2(l) tends to zeto at infinity.

Hence by Liouville's theorem they are constants, which can only be zero. Equations

(4.38) and (4.39) with P r(Ë) : P zG) = 0, constitute a pair of simultaneous integral

equations in the two unknowns ¿-(Ë) and ¿+(€). Since the problem is completely

symmetric with respect to z, we have E (r) = E (-z) and thus from (4.16) and (4.17)

it is clea¡ that ¿-(Ë) = ¿+(-Ë). Also it is shown in appendix B that

e-(Ë)k*(Ë) = 1, so if we substitute -€ for t and -f for I in the frrst term of equa-

tion (438), we find

¿ -(-Ë) e -(-E) e'i Eh

. I f r-,"|.e+(-t) -2v'cos(Ir) I o-A ) (at)
| =0zti Jc_ -r + Ë

Using the above argument one obtains

(4.40)

¿+(Ë) e-iín I
e*(Ë) Zr¡j

"-,* l,e -(t) - 2V' cos(r/ ll a,I
C+

- 0 (4.41)
e-(t) (t - E)

which is the same as the ñrst part in equation (4.39).

(4.39) are identical it is sufficient to proceed with one

of the other being obtained by symmetry.

Introducing a new function

/'(€) : ¿-(Ë) k -(E) eiEh

Because equations (a38) and

of the equations , the solution

(4.42)

which is regular in the lower half-plane, integral equation (4.40) takes the form



<1.
/'(_Ë) + + |¿7fIÚ. C,
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e-zjht f s(t\ k(t\ dt
(r - E) *?1t'¡

=v'f2¡ì J' C.

+(t-k)^
where rìØ:[ry],:,,"o0

,n-t*-t)t + e-iþ*,¡l ¿ (t) dt

(t - Ë) e-(r)

The asymptotic solution of an integral equation similar to (4.43) has been given by

Hurd [58] which we will follow. The main difference lies in the calculation of the

integral over C a which we will do by a different method, which allows å to take

values as small as 0.15)r. The dominant contribution to the ûrst integtal in (a.a3)

comes at the singularities of the integrand. Because f '(t)(t -E)-l[e-(r)]-2 is regu-

lar in the lower half-plane when I lies above C a, the only singularities are contri-

buted UV e (r ). Now & (t ) has branch points 
^t 

t =! k and poles at the zeros of

J"(9d). Since for most practical antennas ¿ is a small fraction of the wavelength,

the poles occur at large negative imaginary values of I and , owing to the exponential

in the integrand, give small contributions to the integral. If we deform the contour

C a around the branch-cut as shown in Fig. 4.3, the dominant contribution comes

from the point t : k. Moreover the higher order terms can be obtained by expand-

ing the regular part of the integrand in a Taylor series about this point. The integral

on the right hand side of equation (4.43) can be evaluated in the same way. The

expansions of the integrand in a Taylor series around t = k are given by

(4.43)

(4.44)

il-t

¿ =0
Í '(t) =

Àr -1s
= ,4o Á"(E) Q - k)

rc?1t¡ (r - g)
(4.4s)



È-(r) (t - €)
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JV -1s
= Z B"(Ë) (t - k)

n =O

Substituting from (4.44), (4.45) and (4.46) into (4.43), we obtain after some algebraic

manipulation and neglecting the terms of order higher than (N - 1), the result

H-1s
/'(-Ë) =vs à Bn(ËxR"(h+l) +R,(rr-r))

(4.46)

(4.47)

(4.48)

iv-l n

-4* R^(2Ð ì*

&(å) = e-itu k (t) (t - k)^ d,t

Í ì-^(fr ) Á, (Ë)

(n - m)l

where

*Ï . C,

Since the unknown constants /j(e) are produced by taking the n th derivative of

/ t (Ë) at t = & , one can determine these constants by taking the p th derivatives of

equation (4.47) f.or p = 0,1, " ' /V -l, and putting t equal to -,t . This process will

produce rV - I simultaneous algebraic equations in the unknowns f i(k), i. e.

¡r -1

çtYf ;@ = u'åo Bn,pl_.k) { & (h-t) + R,(,' +,) }

¡V-1 n

-åR^(zÐå W Ø4s)

rl
where A^*(-k) = [ ôPA^(Ð/aEP jr:_., and similarly for Bnp?k ). Th" order of

the solution is determined from the number of equation chosen in (4.a9). It is found

that after the lowest order (i.e N = 1) the addition of one equation leads to a slight

modification in the solution. In this case we choose lV = 3, which yields a good
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result provided that the antenna is reasonably long.

The asymptotic solution of integrals R" (å ) given by Hurd is restricted to large

å, but s,e notice that these integrals can be evaluated recursively from the relation

Ro+r(å)=i ry-kRnØ)
Since equation (4.50) gives the higher order integrals in terms of the

ones, one needs to evaluate

tP
R,(å) -- * J e-itu e(r) dt

' c-

This integral is evaluated in Appendix A and the final result is

Ro(Ir)=+e-iLnMø)

where

(450)

lower order

(4.s1)

(4s2)

(4.s3)

(4.55)

M(h)=t'It- 2ti
2c* +rn(kh+@) +r+ia

2

c*=-ln(ka)-r

and I =057721 " ' ís Euler's number.

obtain

'o! 
"-ikh 

M(n)(¿)R^(h) = -zo

(454)

When (4.52) is substituted in (450) we

where y@)1n) is the ntå derivative of M (h). Equation (455) gives a solution for

the integrals Ro (Il ) which is simple and more accurate thao that given by Hurd.
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the symmetrically fed dipole can be evaluatedThe current distribution along

from equation (4.15) as follows

t

rik): fu- lv'"I E (r) K (z -z) dz (456)

Substituting for K (, -r') from (4.14), (4.56) can be written as

,-
l,*ç+,) + K(z-tl - J

[-' ,') I--

2øen ttik) = i tu'
+ K(z-rl Il* ç *,¡

#r(€)d""1 (4s7)

After some mathematical manipulations and using the Fourier transform of the elec-

tric ûeld and the deûnítion of -f "(Ë) in (4.42), the current distribution is obtained in

the following algebraic form

2ae^ (
tiþ) 1Y" IK(z+t) +,((r-t)l

T(

Ir -t
-i [[t 

Rn(h+z)
s

+ R¿ (rt -z)I Z^
m:lt

where

K(z+I)=jRo(ll+zl)

and C, is given from the Taylor expansion

¡/ -1
ls

"b 
= Ac^(E-k)^

(458)

(45e)

(4.60)
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The asymptotic expressions for C, are calculated in Appendix B. Once the values of

f j arc calculated from (4.49), the current distribution of the symmetrically-fed

dipole is totally known from equation (4.58).

4J Current distribution on onti-svmmetricallv driven dípole

The geometry of the antisymmetrically driven dipole is shown in Fig. 4.1-b

where the driving voltages at z=*l and z=-l a¡e V¿ and -Vo, respectively. The

electric ûeld component in the gaps is given by

E, = -v" { õ(z -l) - õ(" +r) } (4.61)

Following the s¡me steps described in section 4.2 ve get the following integral equa-

tion

_Í"çE).+[, "-zjtu .f 
o(t\ k(t\ dt

(r - Ë) *?(t¡

-itu-,¡,]

(r

I
t=#l

. C*

e-i(n+t), - c k(t) dt

(r - Ë) fr-(t)
(4.62)

Employing the approximations and deûnitions used in equation (4.41), \r,e can evalu-

ate a set of algebraic equations in the unknown Í " (k), i. e.

iv -1

çry r i@ =- v' å B,p(-k, 
{" Q +t) - Rn(h-, ) 

}

¡t-l n

+ 2 *,eo) å !-IW (4.63)

Once we evaluate the function I " G ), the current distribution can be calculated

using the equation
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I

rf(r)-Zae" lv'1Ít
æ

l,K(r-t) - K(z+)f -,f

l*<,-¿)-K(z+,)l

E (r') K (z -z) a"' (4.64)

which is simplified to the following algebraic form

?t,,e^ Itf(,) = Ë tu"

(4.6s)

(4.66)

(4.67)

4.4 Current dístribution on the arbitrarilv driven asvmmetricøllv

driven dipole

Tbe asymmetrically driven dipole shown in Fig. 4.1 is a dipole driven by two

different voltages V1 and V2at z : ll and z - -l , respectively. When V2 equals

zero it will be an a¡bitrarily driven dipole. The current distribution on the asym'

metrically driven dipole can be evaluated by superposition of the current distribution

on symmetrically and antisymmetrically driven dipoles. The driving voltage Vs and

Vo can be evaluated from the relations

vs = (vr + vù/ z

Va:(Vt-Vù/Z

and the total current distribution on the asymmetrically driven dipole is given by

I (z) = tì(') + If(z)

Using equations (45S) and (a.65) in (a'68) we obtain

(4.68)
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r (z) = +{ [ ", 
K(z-I) + vzrq" *r¡ 

]

[rr-, ( I n. ¡ì-^c^1_¡ 
|

[#rt--n\.-/ )n]o @-m)l 
I

[t't n

*¡lål R.(h+z)-R,,(h-,,)å#lì (46e)

[o:" ( ,--' \'' ,t

It is found that for lV = 1 equation (4.69) gives the sâme expression for the current

distribution as the one given by Shen et at.[52]. For higher accuracy of the current

distribution it is sufficient to use /V = 3, which is used later throughout the calcula-

tions of the current distribution.

45 Input admittance gf ørbitarilv driven dípole

The current distribution on the arbitra¡ily fed dipole driven by a voltage V 1at

z =*l is given by (a.69) when V Z=0. Thus,the current 
^t 

z : */ is given by

^ [ r*.r, n .l
Zroe^ |

r(t) : : lv rx(o) -, | å {*,rr+,) + Rn(h-D I -¿^ 't:*" I

rr [ 
¡--\-/ '[,r:-ot ')Eo tt-tl I

I r-t
+i l> { Rn(h+r)-&to-,1ìx *ll (470)' ¿ 

[ l=o [--tr 
\ / ¡¡ r'- '' 

) ]:, (n-m)l 
lJ

If (4.70) is divided by V1, and use is made of the relation

2.'eoK(o) =y_ @7r)
7l

we obtain
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Y _Y_=# f 'r-^ C^1
("-'x 

J

rì
Íi_^c"' lI

l,ã:|' 
(472)

["-t , \ n

- t 
[å { 

Rn(h+t) +Rn @-t) 
}å

[ "-t , \ n

* i 
[ å { 

Rn(h+t) - R,, Ø-r) 
} å

where f . is the admittance of the infinitely long cylindrical antenna which has been

studied by many investigators. Among the several different versions of Y- we

choose the one given by Miller [20], namely

Q-
zsln(rka Íú)

(4.73)

n = - fft 0.e l?*a tn(tka M)l-r + h(k 
^p)l

(4.74)

where G is the conductance, E is the susceptance, Zgis the intrinsic impedance of

free space and A is the gap thickness. In our calculation we choose A as small as

possible ( i. e. 0.1a ) in the susceptance calculations in order to satisfy the

inûnitesimal condition on the gap thickness assumed before. Also all the numerical

results presented correspond to À/ = 3.

4.6 Radiatíon pattern

Fig. 4.2-c shows the geometry of the arbitrarily driven dipole and the spherical

coordinate s)¡stem used in the pattern calculation. The current distribution is calcu'

lated and given by equation (a.69). The fa¡-field pattern at P (R,0,$)can be evaluated

from the relation

P(e) = - lim¡-. Ee(R,o) R ¿jtR

where E e is given by

(4.7s)
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h

iulro_ silO ,_jrr f 
"ikzcoss 

tçr¡ a, Ø.76)Eø= 4, R
-ll

In the following analysis we will use the first order (N = 1) expression for the

current distribution in equation (4.76) which is given by

2øe^
I(.2\ = -wso lv ti Ro(t-zl) +i Ro(h*z) U : - Í ì) c,

'tl

- j Ro(h-r) U: + î å) c, | (4.77)

O,z

Substituting from (4.77) into (4.76), integrals of the type -f ¿ikzcosu Ro(D * z) dz
Ct

will appear, where D, cr1 and cr2 are constants. In order to solve this integral, Ro

may be approximated as

where

æ2 e-ibR,(¡) = jo

F:2C**r- j i

(4.78)

(4.7e)

:1 . -.' : : -

', ,,,,; 
. 1 Using the binomial expansion in (4.78)' we obtain

Gz '-ib tn(tr +\ffi * ...rR"(r)=L: [1-ffi "'J (4.80)v\ . jk ß. _ F

. : ,.,.,:,..: Since ø is small, the magnitude of F is large. Thus for ¡ not very large one can take

the first two terms of the above expansion. Upon using (4.80) and (4.77'¡ in (4.76) and

carring out the integration term by term, the final result is given by



P(o)=#{vrls+(r,o)
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- s_(,,0) I - s_(-å,e) (/: - r å) c"

- s*(å,0) ("f : + r å ) c")

where

S*(D,o):#{[1+ l'Gt"otÐI l¿ikcosoo -

t r - lt[ ¿(¿-pl + @l I e-i*þtàcos0tD)] (.gz)
F

p

G(F,o)= i #o "rz * e-2t

(4.81)

(4.83)

An anal¡ical solution for integral (4.83) is described'in Appendix C with the result

(4.84)

Unfortunately this series converges very slowly. In the numerical examples presented

in the next section, integral (4.83) is evaluated numerically. The accuracy of this cal-

culation is checked wíth large number of terms of (a.8a).

4.7 Results and discussíon

For purpose of comparison we will use our solution to recalculate the examples

of the arbitrarily fed dipole given in Harrington [79]. Fig.4.4 shows the variation of

the input admittance of an arbitrarily fed dipole as a function of the half length å.

The ratio of å to the radius ø is taten as 74.2. Four cases are shown in Fig. 4.4

corresponding to va¡iable feed positions at z : O, -h /4,-h t2 and -3h /4. In Fig.

45 the input impedances of the sarne examples are shown. Comparison with the

numerical results published by Harrington sho$,s very close agreement. The main

discrepancy lies at the first resonance point where our solution gives higher values .
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Fig. 4.4 : Input admittance Y - G + jB for a dipole antenna

(h/" : 74.2)
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This discrepancy is due to the approximations in the calculation of Rn(lr), which is

less accurate for å<0.15I. Even so, the expressions of &(å) are more accurate

than those given by Hurd . In the numerical evaluation of the admittance of the

inûnite dipole involved in the solution, (ô/¿ ) was taken as 0.1.

The current distribution on a dipole antenna of half length 05 À is given in Fig.

4.6. Four cases afe shown corresponding to various feed positions at z : 0,

-h 14,-h /2 a¡d -3h /4 . Comparison with Harrington's results show a good agree-

ment except at the open ends of the antenna where our solution gives higher values.

Again this discrepancy is due to the approximations in R, (tt ) made to overcome the

singularity at h = 0. Figure 4.7 presents the current distribution on a dipole antenna

of hatf length 0.75À. Four cases a¡e shown corresponding to the same four variable

feed positions. In both Figs. 4.6 and 41 the phase of the current distribution given

is very clos€ to that given by Harrington while the discrepancy appears in the magni-

tudes. For a more fair comparison, one can compare our results with those given by

Shen el al. [52]. It is found that the current distribution given in Fig. 4.6-a is very

close to the same example given by Shen even at the open ends.

The radiation patterns of the same two s¡amples given before are shown in Figs.

4.8 and 4.9. Comparison of the normalized power patterns with those given by Har'

rington shows very close agreement. This agreement indicates that our expression

for the radiation patterû is highly accurate. One can see from Fig. 4.8 a slight effect

on the radiation pattern due to the variation of the feed positions in cases b, c and d

, while in Fig. 4.9 this variation ín the feed position has a large effect on the radia-

tion pattern. It shows that varying the feed position along a long dipole has a larger

effect on the radiation pattern than for a short dipole. Moreover, the long dipole

antenna could be fed at different points such that a broadside narrow beam could be

produced, which is the case of a multi-fed dipole antenna.

There are many variables affecting the radiation patterns and gain of the multi-

fed dipole antenna. For example the number of feeds, feed positions, feed voltages
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fig. 4.6 : Current distribution on a dipole antenna
(h/":74.2, h : 0.5À)
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(a) Source al z = 0.0 (b) Source aL z : -h/4

(c) Source aL z = -h/2 (d) Source aL z : -3h/4

Fig. 4.8 : Normalized power pattern of dipole antenna

(h/":74.2,h:0.5À)
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(a) Source aL z = 0.0 (b) Source aL z = -h/4

(c) Source aL z = -h/2 (d) Source aL z : -3h/4

Fig. 4.9 : Normalized

(n/a:
power pattern of dipole anLenna

74.2,h:0.75 À )
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and the overall length of the dipole. The proper choice of these variables for a max-

imum gain at a certain dipole length was investigated numerically by Saoudy and

Hamid [81] and Strait and Hirasawa [82]. The normalized power patterns for typical

s¡amples is presented in Fig. 4.10-a which shows an example due to Saoudy and

Hamid while Fig. 4.10-b shows one due to Strait and Hirasawa. The half length of

the dipole in both s¡amples is 0.75 )t and the radii a¡e 0.ü)5 )t and 0.01 ). , respec-

tively. Although the first s¡ample has different feed positions and voltages than the

second, they nevertheless give almost the same patterns except fot a 2o reduction in

the beam width of the first example. The input admittances of the two examples a¡e

given in Table 4.1.

The current distribution on a dipole of half length I )r and radius 0.01 )t is

shown in Fig.4.11-a. The dipole fed at z=05I,0 and -05\ with voltage sources

having the values 1.0, 1.1 and 1.0 volts, respectively. The input admittance for this

s¡ample is also given in Table 4.1 while the normalized power pattern is shown in

Fig. 4.11-b. It should be mentioned here that the multi-fed dipole antenna is treated

as a superposition of the arbitrarily fed one. The agreement with the exâmple by

Strait and Hirasawa is satisfactory and gives confidence in our expression for the

radiation pattern.
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CHAPTER 5

SIMULATION BY CIRCULAR CYLINDERS \ryITH

A LONG DIPOLE EXCITATION

5.1 Introduction

The simulation of a cylindrical reflector antenna by circular cylinders in

which the feed is a long dipole is considered in this Chapter. The cylinders are

again parallel to each other and to the dipole a:ris while the dipole ûeld is con-

sidered as the incident field on the cylinders. Multiply scattered fields a¡e then

introduced among the cylinders as well as between each cylinder and the dipole.

The method employed for solving the multiple scattering problem is a combina-

tion of self consistent and iterative procedures which can be summarized as fol-

lows :

1- the multiply scattered fields from the cylinders due to the dipole radia-

tion ûeld are calculated.

2- the multiply scattered ûelds evaluated in step 1 are considered as

incident on the dipole and the first order scattered ûeld from the

dipole is calculated using an approximate method.

U step 1 ís repeated with an incident field given by the scattered field

from the dipole.

4- steps 2 and 3 are repeated for calculating the higher order scattered

fields.

Í the total far zone scattered ûeld is finally calculated by imposing the far

ûeld conditions on the resulting integrals which can only be solved

asymptotically.

Examples illustrating the radiation pattern of simulated parabolic and circu-

lar cylindrical and corner reflector antennas are shown. The ûeld of a long

-117-
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dipole antenna perturbed by one or more cylinders is given. It is also shown how

one can improve the simulated reflector Pattern over the solid reflector by proPer

choice of the radii and positions of the simulating cylinders along the reflector

trajectory. The excitation of a cylindrical reflector by a long dipole will give rise

to interaction (multiple scattering) terms which were not Present in the case of

line source excitation.

s.z Radiation.f ield g¡f the dipole

The dipole antenna is assumed to be an infinitely thin-walled, perfectly con-

ducting, circula¡ tube of radius ø and length 2h . At z =l the dipole is driven by

a voltage V applied across an infinitesimal gap õ. The electric freld in the gap is

given by

E, : -V õ(z -l) ¿i,r (5.1)

As stated in Chapter 4 the arbitrarily fed dipole is splited into symmetrical and

anti-symmetrical dipoles. In this case one can write the z-component of the elec-

tric field for the arbitrarily driven dipole as

Er@o)1r,2) = Er(s)10 /\ + E,@)(p,z) (s.2)

where Er(s )10 ¡ ) and n !t)(p ¡) arc the z-components of the electric Êeld for the

symmetrical and anti-symmetrical driven dipoles, respectively. From equation

(43) we can write

E"(")10 ,z) = [ Ur,{å(Ë) ¡rót)(pp) eil, dz (s.3)

where



(s.4)

Substitutingî.or As2(() from (5.a) in (5.3) and using the Fourier transforms (a.16)

and (4.17), we obtain

rf)(p,2)=*t-ffi,["_u,+¿+(E)_2v,cos(|t)],ie,aç(5.5)

- 119-

Now,(4.31) can be used to simplify (55), with the result

Using (428) to eliminate e (() from (5.6), we get

where io(Ë) = [(Ë)
along the arbitrarily

E"(s)10 ,z) = l_u' r o(go) t, (Ë) øót)(pp) "iE' d E

Similarly for the anti-symmetrically driven dipole one can write

n!)(p,z) = Ï u'lo(þo) t"(E)aót)(pp) eiE' dE

Thus the total z-component of the electric ûeld due to the arbitrarily

is given by

(s.6)

(s.7)

(s.8)

fed dipole

(s.e)ø,@0)10,2) = 

"ä 
I_u'Jo(Fo) io(Ë) aó')(pp) eiE' dË

+ t" (Ë) is the Fourier transform of the current distribution

fed dipole. In the following analysis we will use the ûrst
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order expression (iz N = 1) for the current distribution given in (4.76) as

r (z) = +[ ur*01'l -z r) + ino(å +,) (Í "0 - fð)co

- ¡Ro(I¡ -r) (.f 6 + Í ¿) crl

?lcw + ln(kr +{Qcx)2+e-2t) +'y + i+

(s.10)

This current distribution can be rearranged and written in the following form

I(r)-- I-(tl - zl) | gtl*(h + z) + SzI*(h - z) (s.11)

where f- is the current distribution along the infinitely long dipole antenna

which is given by

I- (¡) 2¡j (s.12)1-

The constants g1 an

(2h) prI-
;

are given by

+ ¿) - r-(h - t)

.t,"I

dgz

-(h

= iv e-ib
zo

Í 1',

pr = -j "r,l+l-
is the reflection coefficient at either dipole end. The first term in

tribution (5.11) is due to the source at z : I of an infinite dipole.

terms are due to the reflected current at the dipole ends.

S, : -erI

Sz: -erI t - r3 (2Ð p?

(s.13)

(5.14)

(s.1s)

the current dis-

The other two

The reflection

-(2h) pr

2'
T

I

I3 Qh) P

r*(h + t)I_(h -

1-

t)-

where
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coefficient given by Shen et al. [52] for a semi-infinite dipole is equal to pr.

Also, in the case of plane wave incident on a dipole, discussed by Shen [83], the

reflection coefficient of the current wave at the open ends is equivalent to pr

when the plane wave is normally incident.

Now, the Fourier transform of the current distribution I (z ) is given by

f
¡o(Ë)=J r(z)e-iEz dz

Substituting for I (z ) from (5.11) and using the same steps described

4.6, the ûnal result is given by

ío(Ë) = #[t -t,,Ë) - s *(/,Ë) - srs *(-h,Ë) + gzs -(å,Ë)]

where

s*(D,Ë)=#{['.

(s.16)

rn s€ctron

(s.17)

7 - GÍk(h+D),(r= Ë/e[1"-,rr=r,
ol

-['- ],r,o= 
*,,) (s.18)

The functions F and G are given by $.79) and (4.83), respectively. Now, the z'

component of the radíated field from the dipole can be evaluated from (5.9). We

will proceed to calculate the scattered ûeld from the cylinders due to an incident

ûeld Ef o)(p¡) given by (s.e).
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5.3 First order .fields scattered þ2 cvlinders

A scbematic diagram of the problem in hand is shown in Fig. 5.1. The

center of the ith cylinder is located at (s¡,rþr) with respect to the origin of the

local cylindrical coordinate system, while the dipole center is located at (s9,rþ9).

The radius of the i th cylinder is denoted by år . In order to facilitate the

transformation process of the scattering ûelds among cylinders and the dipole,

another (N +1) cylindrical coordinate systems are deûned at the centers of the N

cylinders and dipole. The radiation field (5.9) is considered as an incident field

on the cylinders and multiple scattering process among the cylinders and dipole

will take place. The ûrst step, as stated before, is to evaluate the scattered field

from cylinders due to the dipole radiated field (5.9) including all multiple scatter-

ing ûelds amorg cylinders. In this case one can write the electric Hettz potential

for the scattered ûeld from the / th cylinder as a combination of Fourier integral

in z¡ with Fourier series in 0¡, namely

fre= r"tJ
å
¿ .ao(¡t)1ç¡ HnQ)1p0,¿iE', rinöt ¿ç

,t =-æ
(s.1e)

where án(lt)1ç¡ are the scattering coefficients to be calculated. It should be men-

tioned that the scattering He¡tz potential (5.19) from the lth cylinder includes all

the multiply scattered ûelds amotrB the cylinders. Using (5.19) and Maxwell's

equations one can calculate the z-component of the scattered electric field from

the I th cylinder, i. e.

nÁ"t)(p,,þt,zù = f pt ,å en(rr)1ç¡ H,Q)1gr,¡ "iE""i'ö' ¿ç (s.20)

where the superscript (c1) denotes the first order scattered ûeld from the / th

cylinder in the multiple scattering process between the cylinders and dipole.
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d ipole

Fig 5.1 :Schematic diagram of a long dipole in the

presence of cylinders.
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In order to apply the boundary conditions on the cylindrical surfaces, the

expressions for the scattered frelds from all cylinders other than the / th cylinder

must be transformed in terms of the / th coordinate system. This process could

be done using the addition theorem of the Hankel function (3.8).

The total z-component of the first order electric field is given by

¡/
s{

E,(r) - s,(do) * È, E,f t) (s.21)

Since the cylinders are perfectly conducting, the total tangential component of

the first order electríc ûeld on their surfaces should vanish. Now assume the

application of this boundary condition on the the surface of the I th cylinder. In

this case one has to transfer all the scattered ûelds from the coordinates of the

other cylinders and the radiated ûeld from the dipole coordinate in terms of the

/th cylinder coordinate system, i.e

oo@

l' s{
eloo)(p,,öt,zt) : I pr go(€) à ,-imùrc J, (pp¡)

., m:-æ

f¡J2)(g",0) 
"in6t "iEn 

¿ E g.zz)

H'L^(F"¡c) 
"im6t "iEn 

¿Ë (s.23)

@ææ

E#Ð(p,,þttù -- -f p, l_ ¡"(rt)(E)., ,¡:-æ m:-æ

øo(Ë)=ft ro(9o) ¡o(Ë)

The boundary condition on the / th cylinder surface yields

(s.24)
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Substituting from (5.22)

manipulations

¡/

eo(rr)1g¡ = -e-j¿Ù¡o ffi¡lo(')(p'',)o0(Ë)-å ffi

i " 
-i(n-n)út< HnQ)^(Fs¡c)ajørl1E¡, I*q (s.26)

m=-a

Similarly one can apply the boundary condition (5.25) on the surfaces of the

other cylinders. Upon doing this the following iV matrix equations are obtained

-L25-

n$r)1øt,ötat) = o (s.2s)

(5.23) in (5.25) we obtain after some mathematical

(s.27)

(s.28)

(s.2e)

H

4:|

and

where I takes the values 1 to N, while 4(11) *6 ¡(eÐ are infinite vectors con-

taining the first order scattering coefficients corresponding to the / th and g th

cylinders, respectively. The matrices B (tt) ¿¡s inûnitely dimensional and their

elements are given by

^ls{
¿(tr)=7(rr)¡¿pÛt)¡kÐ , q+l

9:|

Bsl') = - ffilrru' 
n'(2)^(9s'q) e-i þ-m )ù¡e' t * q

while the elements of L('1) are given by

Ln(tr) = -e-irù¡o oo(Ë) ffiaJz)(F"o,)

The matrices and vectors in (527) are infioitely dimensional, therefore some trun'

cation must be performed in order to generate numerical results. The basis of

truncating these matrices and vectors has been discussed in Chapter 3, and a
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similar approach is taken here. Therefore one can write the matrix equations

(527) in a single matrix equation, i.e

(r - B) e(tl = ¿(1) (s.30)

where B is a square matrix of dimension [N (2M +l)1,.á(1) and ¿(1) are vectors

of the s¡me dimensions. The matrix equation (5.30) can be solved for the frrst

order scattering coefficient5 ¿(1) which contain N vectors each of length (U4 +l)

corresponding to /V cylinders.

Once the scattering coefficients are evaluated, one can write the first order

z-component of the scattered field from the cylinders as

iv@æ

E,Í"t)(p,Öø) = å f ut,å ¿i")(€) nÁÐ(gp,) ¿i^6' "il'r ¿Ë (s.31)

The inûnite series over rfl will be truncated to 2.lvI * 1 terms in the numerical

calculations. This ûeld is considered as an incident field on the dipole and an

iterative procedure for calculating the multiple scattering fields between the

dipole and the cylinders is described next.

5.4 First order f ield scattered fo the dipole

The scattered ûeld (5.31) can be expressed in terms of the dipole coordinate

system (i.e ps,$gøs) by using the transformation (3.8), i.e

Naæ
st t¡ Fr

r# t)(po,ö 
o,t o) : à. I p' Z J" (gpo) 

"inöol=L v t¡=-æ

i ,i(n-n)úuan(?,,(pso ,) AÁ,t)1g¡ 
"tË,zo 

¿ E (s.31)
m=-æ

The scattered field from the dipole may be calculated from the current induced
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on the dipole surface due to the incident field (531). The exact treatment of this

part of the solution appe¿us to be a difficult task. However, a reasonable approx-

imate treatment leads to an accurate solution. An approximate method has been

introduced by Kuehl [62] for calculating the current distribution on a ûnite

cylinder in the presence of an infinitesimal dipole. Upon using his approxima-

tion, one may consider that the dipole is an infinitely long cylinder of radius ¿

with no gap at the center. Then the current induced on the cylinder surface (1, )

due to the incident wave (5.31) can be evaluated and considered as an approxi-

mate estimate of the first order induced current on the dipole.

Now consider the dipole as an infinitely long cylinder of radius ø. In this

case the electric He¡tz potential of the scattered field has only a z-component,

n.mely

c¡æ

II = Jf ,I- w,(Ë) a,(t)(ppo) 
"in6o "ilzo 

¿ ç' , p0] a (s.32)

where W" (€)

component of

equations,i.e

E" (po'00øo)

írfe

the

unknown scattering coefficients to be calculated. Tbe z-

scattered ûeld can be calculated using (532) and Maxwell's

<{
p2 ¿ w, (Ë) a,(t)(ppo) 

"inöo 
,iïzo ¿ E , po) a (5.33)

n=-Ø
=[

The total z-component of the electric Êeld on the cylinder surface should be

equal to zeto since it is perfectly conducting. Hence

Er(a,gs,zù + Erl"Ð(o,þoto): o

Substituting from (5.31) and (533) into (534), one obtains

(s34)

¡/

l=l m

Jo (Fo )
co

st
2l
= -cÞ

17" (Ë) =
nlz)1Ba¡

,i(n-n)úu Hne)^(Fso¡) ¿J,1)(Ë) (s.3s)
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In order to calculate the current induced on the cylinder surface the $-

component of the scattered magnetic field should be evaluated. In this case one

can use the Hertz vector potential (5.32) with Maxwell's equations to obtain.É/6,

i. e.

æø

r/6(oo,0oø0) = -io€, 
"I- -f g wn(Ë)a"tzl'1u po) 

"in6o 
,iEzo ¿E (s.36)

where the prime superscript denotes the derivative of the Hankel function with

respect to the argument. Using (53ó) and the magnetic incident field, the current

induced on the cylinder surface is given by

l-ln
r,(P(") = -2t¡ajr.'l J g wo(Ë) u/rr' (ga) eiE'o aç

[-æ

l.
+ J F ro',(Fø)

ì
, 

J 
(s.37)

order to

¡/ oo

t =! ¿¡ =-æ
(-1)' 

"imÙw 
aj2)(Pso,) a;tt¡ 

"iEzo 
¿

where the superscript (1) denotes the first order induced current. In

simplify the analysis we deûne

r"(r)1g¡=# (s3s)

Substituting for I{rs(l) from (535) into (5.37) and using the definition (538), we

obtain

+I
where

r"(1)12 ¡ = trlg¡ eiE'o aç (s3e)
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tr(Ë) = r(Ë) io(€) (s.40)

(s.41)

and

r(Ë) = - 'gÍ1'). i ; (-1)' ,,inùu ajr)(p,',) rj,)(€)' \Þ" 
n [z) 1pa¡ r?r '¡=a. 

t -'

Here ir(Ë) ir the inverse Fourier transform of the ûrst order induced current dis-

tribution along the dipole.

Since the z-component of the radiated field from the dipole due to the origi-

nal current distribution f (z ) is given by (5.11), a similar field expression can be

used for calculating the scattered ûeld from the dipole due to the currenttr(t)12¡.

In this case one can write the z-component of the first order scattered ûeld from

the dipole in the form

n,,@Ð1roor): J pz e{Ðró')(Bpo) 
"iEzo 

¿ç (5.43)

where

-1Qt(Ð = ,ñ to(9a) ir(Ë) (s.44)

The radiation and first order scattered fields from the dipole are calculated in

integral form. For the higher order scattered ûelds from the dipole and cylinders

the s¡me procedure can be used as shown next.

5.5 Higher order .f ields scattered fu the dípole ønd cvlinders

The higher order fields scattered by the dipole and group of cylinders may

be evaluated in terms of the lower order scattered ûelds. For evaluating the z-

component of the second order scattered electric field from the cylinders, we
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consider the first order scattered ûeld from the dipole (5.44) to be incident again

on the cylinders. In this case the same steps described in section 53 are

employed leading to

¡/ c)

n*"2)(p,,þtt) = å Ja -r

where

s{
p2 Z ¿J,r)(E) n|r\(gpù ¿i^ö' 

"iEn 
¿€ (s.4s)

m=-æ

(s.46)¡(z) = [ - Bl-r 7Q)

and

where

(s.47)

Also the second order scattered field from the dipole can be calculated using the

sâme steps described in section 5.4. Using the expression for the second order

scattered field from the cylinders (5.45), one can derive the z-component of the

second order field scattered by the dipole. The final result is given by

L,(,2)1E¡ = -e-inûrc a{Ð ffirro(r)(Fro,)

P
Ez@z)(p,/d = J p2 gze)aót)(ppo) 

"iÊzo 
¿g

-1AzG) = ,ä t o(9o) tz(Ë)

iz(Ë) = r(Ë) ir(Ë)

(s.48)

(s.4e)

(s50)

Similarly one can proceed to calculate the third, fourth,... and n th orders of the

scattered fields from the cylinders and dipole using the same technique. Thus the

total z-component of the scattered and radiated electric ûeld from the dipole is
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given by

where

L(Ë) = r(Ë) t"-r(Ë)

Equations (552) and (5.53) can be combined together leading to the result

o(Ë)=r#+#

-n

E,@t)loooo) = J þ2 eG)aót)(ppo) "iEzo 
¿E (s.s1)

(s.s3)

(s54)

æ

oG)= +ro(F¿l å ittl (5.s2)
õ11€g{Ð i =O '

The zero order current is(t) is given by (5.15), while the higher order currents

can be calculated from the recurrence relation

Similarly the total z-component of scattered electric field from the cylinders is

given by

¡/æ@

n!"')(p,,þtt) = å ! ø'a(J'ä-ri'l(g) aÁù(pp,\ ¿iE" ,imöt dË(s.ss)

where

T =fr -Bl-rt (s.s6)

and

L,(t) - -r-inùu- ffirln(r)(Fro,)
(s.7s)
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where I takes the values from I to N. The total z-component of the scattered

ûeld for the dipole exciting the group of cylinders is given by (551) and (555).

This ûeld is derived in an integral form. In the next section the z-component of

the fa¡ electric ûeld will be evaluated by solving the integrals asymptotically.

5.6 Radiation .f ield

The total far field will be calculated in terms of the spherical coordinate sys-

tem (r,0,0) and subject to the fa¡ field assumption Èp>>1. From (551) and

(555), one can write the z-component of the total field in the form

E:o' 92 AG) aót) (ppo) 
"tEzo 

¿ ç

¡/æ

+>
l-1 ¿=-æ

gz AG\ r"(t)1E¡ HnQ)qgo, ¿inö, ,iEn ¿E (s-58)

Now, the integral to be evaluated is of the form

=[

i_

(s5e)

The integration is along the real axis of t from -æ to *æ with an indentation

above the branch point Ë=ft and below the branch point at (=-¿. No indenta-

tions are required if & is allowed to have a small negative part. It should also be

remembered that the square root in Gz - Ez¡t[z is chosen such that the real

part is positive in accordance with the usual convention. In the pres€nt instance,

it is assumed that &p>> 1. Thís corresponds to the radiation ûeld when the dis-

tance from the dípole center is very large compared to the wavelength. It is then

permissible to replace the Hankel function by the first term of its asymptotic

expansion. The resulting integral for J is now in a form which may be evaluated

r -- Ï M (EprnØ(go) ,ru" dE
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by rhe saddle point method if the integfation is transformed to the complex cr

plane via the substitution Ë = -&cosa. This leads to the form

The contour is along a line parallel to the negative imaginary axis, from î to 0 on

the real axis, and then along the positive imaginary axis. Following a procedure

by Wait [13] for an integral similar to (5.60) we obtain the result

j@
t [,-r- 1lÍ2

¡ : ¡n y2 | lry | u (-/ccosc) ,-ltrcos(0-o) dct
,Í-¡- l' ltP I

with r and 0 defined by

P=rsin0 and z:rcos0

J = Zio*r "-iL' M (-kcos')
r

o-jkr
E6(r,0,S) = j- P(0,0)-r

where

p (0,0) : -zjk2sing e (-ft cosg) 
{ 

,'t'*io'"odô-Ûo)

¡/

. S - 
jÈs¡sinocos(ó-ù¡)

fáJe-
l=l m

Applying (5.60) to the expression lor Eto', the far electric field is then given by

(s.60)

(s.61)

(s.62)

(s.63)

M

:-M r jr)q-*coso) 
"r",.Ì 

(s.64)

Equation (5.64) gives the far field pattern for the dipole in the presence of con-

ducting cylinders. This equation includes infinite interactions between the dipole

and the cylinders which will be truncated to a finite number in the numerical cal-

culation.
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s.7 Simulation gf cvlindrical scøtterinq surf øce þ2 cvlinders

The cylinders are placed on the trajectory of the specified geometry forming

the cylindrical reflector while the long dipole is considered to be the feed of the

antenna which is placed parallel to the cylinders. The most important property

of the simulated reflector surface is to have the same scattering characteristics as

the solid surface. In order to verify this criterion a numerical technique is

employed to obtain the far field pattern of a solid surface cylindrical reflector

antenna. A pattern comparison bptween the solid surface and simulated cylindri-

cal reflector antennas is presented. The numerical method is based on the elec-

tric field integral equation (EFIE) and magnetic field integral equation (MFIE)

which are solved using the moment method. For this purpose a numerical elec-

tromagnetic code (NEC) program designed by Poggio et al. [84] and based on the

EFIE, MFIE and hybrid EFIE-MFIE for modeling the electromagnetic response

of general structures is used. The EFIE is used for thin wire structures, the

MFIE for surface structures while for structures consisting of both wires and sur-

faces the hybrid EFIE-MFIE is used.

The geometry of our problem is modeled as wire segments for the dipole

and surface patches for the reflector. The NEC program has the capability of

specifying the excitation to a certain geometry in different forms, such as plane

wave, voltage sources and current sources, etc. In our problem the feed voltage

of the dipole is given in magnitude, phase and position at a specific wire segment.

5.8 Numerical results and discussion

A general solution of any geometrical Íurangement of N parallel conducting

circular cylinders in the vicinity of a long dipole antenna is introduced. Many

variables are ínvolved in this problem such as the number N, positions and radii

of the cylinders and the dipole geometrical parameters. The latter parameters are

ûxed at å = 05I, ø = 0.016)r and I = 0 ( center feed dipole ) throughout our
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numefical examples.

The simplest case considered is a single cylinder in the vicinity of the dipole.

Figure 5.2 shows the radiation pattern in the horizontal plane along with the

values of the geometrical parameters for the dipole-cylinder conûguration. Two

different techniques are employed for the pattern calculation, the first is our

analytical technique while the second is the numerical NEC program. Good

agreement between the results corresponding to both techniques is found. The

optimum distance between the dipole and cylinder is found to be 03}t. This can

be realized from Fig. 5.3 where patterns of dipole-cylinder configuration are cal-

culated using our anal¡ical technique at different separations. As can be seen in

Fig. 5. 3 the peal of the far field pattern intensity increases with increasing

separation, then it decreases again followed by the appearance of two main lobes.

On the other hand, the presence of a cylinder in the dipole vicinity leads to a

directive pattern. However a more directive pattern can be achieved using two

cylinders in the dipole vicinity. Figure 5.4 shows the effect of two cylinders on

the dipole fa¡ ûeld pattern. The pattern has a higher directivity at Ö - 0 than

the single cylinder with dipole. The positions and radii of the cylinders are also

given in Fig. 5. 4. Again the numerical technique is employed for the pattern cal-

culation in this case and comparison shows good agreement with our anal¡ical

technique pattern. The maximum deviation between patterns using anal¡ical

and numerical techniques is 3Vo, and this is largely due to truncation errors and

modeling the cylinder surface in the NEC program.

Four cases of simulating cylindrical reflector antenna surfaces using parallel

conducting circular cylinders ¿tre presented. Throughout these cases, cylinders of

0.016À radius each and equal spacing along the surface trajectories are used.

Also the numerical technique is employed for calculating the far freld patterns of

the corresponding solid surface cylindrical reflector antennas. The antenna feed

is a long dipole for both simulated and solid reflectors.
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Fig. 5.2: Far field pattern of a long dipole

antenna in the presence of a cylinder.
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In the ûrst example a strip of 1\ width excited by a long dipole placed at

0.75I from the ribbon center is simulated by 11 cylínders. The resulting far ûeld

patterns corresponding to solid surface and simulated strips are compared in Fig.

5.5 which shows a very close agreement with a maximum deviation of. SVo.

The second case is a parabolic cylindrical reflector antenna of 2)t. width and

0.8)r focal length simulated by 17 cylinders. The dipole is placed along the focal

line of the antenna. As can be seen from Fig. 5.6 the far field patterns

corresponding to the solid and simulated reflectors are in good agreement with

each other.

In the third case a circular cylindrical reflector antenna of 1.4)t radius and

2I width is considered. The reflector is simulated by 19 cylinders while the

dipole is placed along the center line of the circular reflector. The far Êeld pat-

terns of both simulated and solid reflectors Íue in good agreement as shown in

Fig.5.7.

In the last case, a corner reflector antenna of 60o corner angle and 1.2À

reflector length is considered. The corner reflector surface is simulated by 17

cylinders while the dipole is placed on the reflector axis parallel to and at 05À

from the apex. Figure 5.8 shows good agreement between the far 6eld patterns of

both the simulated and solid reflectors.

In the previous cases the solid reflector lengths ÍIre truncated in the numeri-

cal solutíon to the ûnite value of 3)r which may cause the small deviations

between patterns of solid and simulated reflector antennas. On the other hand

the scattering characteristics of the simulated reflectors a¡e affected by the

number, radius of and spacing between the cylinders. Therefore a study of the

effect of some variables on the far ûeld pattern is undertaken.

The effect of the radius on the far field pattern of a simulated parabolic

cylindrical reflector antenna of 2I width and 0.8)t focal length is shown in Fig. 5.

9. The reflector is simulated by 17 cylinders of equal radii and spacing along the
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Fig 5.7 : F ar f ield pattern of a cylindrical
circular reflector antenna.
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reflector trajectory. Five cases are shown in Fig. 5. 9 corresponding to the radii

0.001I, 0.005À, 0.01X, 0.05I and 0.1).. It is found that for the ûrst case the peak

value of the fa¡ ûeld is lower than that of the solid reflector while the back lobe

is higher. In cases 2 and 3 the fa¡ ñeld pattern is very close to that of the solid

reflector. With an increase in radius as in the 4th and 5th cases ihe value of the

peak starts to decrease again.

In order to improve the fa¡ field pattern of the simulated reflector, different

radii and spacings of the simulating cylinders a¡e used. Figure 5.10 indicates the

fa¡ field patterns of a simulated parabolic cylindrical reflector antenna of 5.0)r.

width and 1.0À focal length. The ûrst pattern corresponds to a simulation by 35

cylinders of equal radius (0.03À each ) and spacing along the reflector trajectory,

while the second pattern is due to simulation using 25 cylinders of unequal radii

and spacings. The radius of the cylinder at the center of the reflector is 0.01)r

and the radii of the other cylinders are increased by an increment of 0.004).

while the spacing is increased by 0.008I towards the edges. As can be seen from

Fig. 5. 10, improvement in the far ûeld peak value and the first side lobe level for

the second case over the first is found. Therefore, a better far ûeld pattern can

be obtained by choosing proper radii and positioning of the simulating cylinders.
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CHAPTER 6

GENERAL DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS

The entire objective of simulating a reflector antenna surface is to start with a

solid surface and to eliminate parts of it without significantly sacrificing the electrical

properties or performance of the antenna. Removing part of the surface may be in

terms of planar array of trapezoids, triangles, circles, strips or any combination

thereof. Unfortunately the anal¡nis of the scattering of an electromagnetic wave by a

conducting sheet after such arbitrary shapes are removed is extremely difficult and

the problem does not have an exact solution except for a single circula¡ disc or strip.

Also the scattering by a circular conducting disc or circular hole in an infinite con-

ducting sheet involves yery complicated mathematics which can not be easily

extended to the many object scattering problem. Therefore the simulation of a

cylindrical reflector surface was initially limited in this thesis to conducting strips as

presented in Chapter 2. The strip widths a¡e a¡bitrary and in one extreme may be

considered as wires. Hence the idea of using circular cylinders instead of wires for

simulation is an attempt to generalize previous work by Richmond and others.

\ilhether simulation is done by strips or circula¡ cylinders, a further limitation is

introduced in this thesis whereby no material was removed near the outermost edge

of the reflector, thus preserving the outer dimensions of the frame of the reflector to

be simulated. For exâmple at the outer boundaries of the simulated reflector two

strips are placed as the framing elements in case of simulation by strips or two

cylinders in the case of simulation by cylinders, while the remaining strips or

cylinders are contained within 1þs f¡ame.

\ilhen an arbitrary polarized electromagnetic wave is incident on a circular

cylinder or a strip it can be analyzed in terms of a component along the cylinder or

strip axis and another perpendicular to it and these are usually denoted by the E-

polarization and H-polarization cases, respectiyely. In terms of analysis, either

-L47 -
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polarization may be handled by the same technique with appropriate boundary con-

ditions, but it is important to chose the proper orientation of the simulated cylinders

and strips relative to the incident wave polarization in order to maximize the back-

scattering echo width and in turn the simulation efficiency. For this we have

employed the result of Mullin et al. [94] who reported that the backscattering cross

section of a conducting circular or elliptic cylinder is higher for an E-polarized wave

than for an H-polarized wave. Moreover the oscillatory behaviour and frequency

sensitivity of the H-polarization backscattering cross section Vs. kb or kd is highly

undesirable for simulation. A similar response obtained for the strip when the minor

axis of the elliptic cylinder goes to zero, thus implying that E-polarized cylinders and

strips are clearly more efficient for simulation of a flat plate. This becomes even

üofe mandatory when simulating curved reflector surfaces since the H-polarization

option requires the solution of scattering by bent cylinders and strips which is not

available and represents an escalation in complexity of the problem. Since such a

solution is also needed for simulating a three dimensional reflector, our proposed

simulation technique had to be limited to two-dimensional cylindrical type reflectors.

The truncation in the axial direction of the cylinders and strips employed for

simulation of cylindrical reflectors slightly affects the scattering pattern or the radia-

tion pattern if the reflector is converted to an antenna by adding a feed element. If

a dipole feed is used, as is commonly done in practice, then the dipole should be E-

polarized for the same reasons mentioned earlier. The analysis of radiation and re-

radiation by a finite but long feed dipole in the presence of parallel cylinder and

strip elements simulating the refleÆtor is necessary and applies even when the length

of these elements becomes finite to truly simulate an actual cylindrical reflector.

There Ítre many obvious advantages of using arrays of parallel conducting

cylinders or strips (which are special cases of elliptic cylinders) for simulating a

cylindrical reflector surface such as reducing the ureight, wind load and physical

material and possibly increasing the rigidity of the reflector. Moreover the radiation
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pattern of the simulated reflector antenna could be improved over that of the solid

reflector due to change in the reflection mechanism. The reflection from the simu-

lated reflector is based on single and multiple scattering and diffraction by individual

cylinders or strips rather than the radiation from induced surface currents on the

solid reflector surface. The improvement in the pattern appears as a reduction in the

side lobe levels and an increase in the main beam level. In fact, the reduction in the

back lobe level seems to be impossible at the present time but it is feasible to

increase that level which is beneficial in some spacecraft applications. The design

parâmeters mentioned in Chapter 1 were not completely included in the present

study; some were left for future resea¡ch such as the conductivity of the cylinders or

strips and the dielectric coated conducting cylinders and strips.

The analysis given throughout this thesis led to accurate expressions for the

scattered field by a collection of cylinders or strips which can be used to optimize the

design of the simulated reflector antennas. In this analysis the scattering of a plane

or cylindrical wave by N parallel infinitely long arbitrarily distributed planar con-

ducting strips was presented. An expression which included the multiple scattered

fields amotrB the strips was derived by two methods based on the boundary value

approach and the KarpRussek technique, respectively. The solution of this problem

applies to other electromagnetic problems such as scattering of a plane wave by strip

grating or a Ênite number of slits in a plane screen which can be achieved using

Babinet's principle. Also it can be used to obtain the scattered field of an incident

electromagnetic wave on a cylindrical scatterer of arbiüary cross section using the

proposed simulation technique. The major difficulty lies in evaluating the Mathieu

functions of order higher than 6 which limited our solution to strip width less than

1.5t. However since the simulation of any cylindrical surface can be done more

efficiently using thin strips, this difficulty no longer applies. The asymptotic solution

is restricted to the cases where the separation between any two strips is much greater

than the ma:rimum width of either. The usefulness of such a solution may be
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relevant in problems requiring a very large number of strips for which the boundary

value solution needs large size matrices.

Satisfactory simulation of a corner reflector antenna and circula¡ and parabolic

cylindrical reflector antennas was illustrated. It was also found that about 50Vo of.

the original surface metal in any of these types of cylindrical surfaces is sufficient for

simulation using equally spaced strips of about 0.1)r' width each.

The inûnitely long circular conducting cylinder was used as the basic building

block for simulating cylindrical scattering surfaces [85,86]. The boundary value and

asymptotic solutions were applied again for solving the multiple scattering of a plane

or cylindrical wave by iV circula¡ conducting parallel cylinders [87,88]. Expressions

for the echo width pattern due to plane wave incidence and far field pattern due to

line source excitation were derived by both methods. It was shown that the simu-

lated reflector by equi-spaced and equally radii cylinders with a line source excitation

gave the same radiation characteristics as the solid reflector antenna when suitable

radii and number of cylinders were used. Moreover the simulated reflector by

unequi-spaced and unequal radii cylinders may produce an improved radiation pat-

tern over that of the solid reflector. The solution given in Chapter 3 can be applied

to wire simulation (cylinders of very small radii) which was already established by

other investigators. Also it can be used for solving the problem of electromagnetic

scattering by a cylindrical scatterer of arbitrary cross section which does not have an

exact solution. It was found that increasing the number of slits (separating strips or

cylinders) is more effective for simulation as long as the slit size is kept small rather

than increasing the width of the strip or the radius of cylinder.

Besides the many advantages of the simulated reflector antenna mentioned ear-

lier the unwanted cross polarization may be reduced while there is no reason to

suspect any suffering in the bandwidth. Perhaps the only disadvantage at the present

time is the restriction on polarization, but this may be overcome by extending our
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solution to combine the above with the solution for the case where the magnetic field

is parallel to the axes of the simulating objects.

An ideal line source was used for exciting the simulated reflectors , by both

strips and circular cylinders. In order to complete the design of practical reflector

antennas, the long dipole antenna was selected to excite the simulated reflector.

Therefore the arbitrarily fed long dipole antenna was considered. An extension of

Hurd's formulation for the input admittance of a center fed long dipole to the gen-

eral case of a long arbitrarily fed dipole was presented. Satisfactory expressions for

the radiation pattern, current distribution and input admittance were derived by

using the Wiener-Hopf technique. Moreover, the symmetrically and anti-

s¡rmmetrically fed dipoles were examined. It was found that the long dipole ântenna

can be fed at different points for producing a narrow broadside beam [89,90]. The

results indicated good agreement with Harrington's numerical results for the arbi-

trarily fed dipole. For a multiply-fed dipole, a comparison with Strait and Hirasawa

[82] indicated that our expression for the radiation pattern was highly accurate, even

if it only corresponds to the first order expression for the current distribution.

The long dipole antenna was employed to excite N parallel infinitely long con-

ducting cylinders [91]. An expression for the far electric field including the multiple

scattering terms of the radiated and scattered fields from the long dipole and

cylinders using a combined self consistent-iterative method was derived. The multi-

ply scattered ûeld among the cylinders was calculated using the boundary value solu-

tion described in Chapters 2 and 3 while that between the dipole and each cylinder

was calculated iteratively. Even for the simple case of one cylinder in the dipole

vicinity the contribution from the present work [92,93] lies in calculating the multiple

interaction which was neglected by former investigators [60-65]. It is worthwhile to

emphasize that two extensions are made in Chapter 5, the first for dealing with N

cylinders instead of one, while the second for including the interaction effects

between the dipole and each cylinder. Again the far field patterns of different
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configurations of simulated reflectors fed by a long dipole \+¡ere pres€nted and com-

pared with the corresponding solid reflectors. In spite of the finite length of the

solid reflectors used in the numerical evaluations, the resulting patterns are in good

agfeement with those of the simulated reflectors which shows that the solution of the

infinitely long simulated reûector is also applicable to the ûnite simulated reflectors

without appreciable error.

6.1 Recommendations f or.future reseørch

It is found throughout the present study that new problems should be investi-

gated because of their importance in simulation. As an example, extending the solu-

tion for the scattering of a plane wave by two dielectric coated conducting cylinders

l24l to the multiple scattering of plane or cylindrical waves by il dielectric coated

conducting cylinders is important. Also an extension to multiple scattering of a

plane or cylindrical wave by two strips with touching edges needs to be examined

due to its usefulness in problems involving corners.

The long dipole antenna in the presence of lV strips is also one of the useful

problems which can bc investigated. The only difficulty at the present time is that

the strip geometry coincides with elliptical cylindrical coordinates while the dipole

geometry coincides with the circula¡ cylindrical coordinates and this makes the

transformation of the ûeld from the dipole coordinates to the strip coordinates very

difficult. However oûce this difficulty is overcome the solution of the problem will

follow the same steps mentioned in Chapter 5.

The Karp-Russek technique on which we based our asymptotic solution can also

be extended to deal with the long dipole in the presence of N circular cylinders or

conducting strips.

The simulation of cylindrical scattering surfaces could be performed using bent

cylinders or strips. In this case the cylinders or strips would follow the reflector
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curvature and would be arranged parallel to each other along the reflector trajectory.

The polarization of the incident \ilave on the bent cylínders or strips would no longer

be along their axes but would be perpendicular to them. This problem may be help-

ful in studying various polarizations of simulated reflector antennas. Also it could be

extended in order to use bent dipoles for simulating a reflector surface which would

lead to a mixture of reflecting and radiating reflector at the same time.

Another problem of practical interest would to use a sectoral horn instead of

the long dipole to excite the simulated reflector. This problem needs knowledge of

the plane wave spectrum in order to analyze the sectoral horn ûeld in terms of a

spectrum of plane waves, then by using the boundary value or the asymptotic solu-

tions described in Chapter 2, one could obtain the scattered freld from the simulated

r€nector.
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APPENDIX A

EVALUATION OF THE INTEGRAL n,1l¡

The integral is given by

R,(h) e-jV k(\ dt (A.1)

where

t(t) =
þz Jo(p{ n"Ø1Ba¡

(A.2)

g2=k2-tZ (A.3)

The solution of a similar integral has been reported by Shen et al. [52] which we

will follow.

The contour C a is deformed to C as shown in Fig. 43, so that it is wrapped

around the right branch point. Suppose that kh is not too small so that the con-

tribution to the integral comes from near t = k. In this cas€ we can write R"(h)

as

R,(It) =
¡e-ib dt

i ¡¡ Fz Jo(þo¡ n,Ø1Pa¡

_¡ø *L

+r ¡e-jtu dt (A.4)

', it p2 Jo(pa e-i") no(z)1ga e-in)

Since a is small, one can replace the Bessel and Hankel functions by their small

argument approximations. This results in

=*[
' C*

t

r
-¡æ +L
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_iØ +L

f _n e_it, [ ,
Rorn)-- J 

- 

r-r þ' lr",+zn(ff)+2r
t

i t- 2 r't#l - 21

The change of variable f = E + k is next introduced

-i@ (

R"(h)=7Íc-'ulo#Iffi
t

A,2c*-ztn(fi)+i¡

(A.7)

ì,' 

(As)

ì" 

(A6)

where

c* = -ln(&ø) - r

Now substitutíng E = -j 2&r¡, obtaining

cp

p(h\-nc-ihh I e-Tth { t¡rovr' zik Jo q(q +i) lzc* - log q(q + i) - i n

- 
)d( 

(A.B) l

When Ir is not too small, it will be a reasonably good approximation to rePlace

ln(1 + j ) in the integrand by ln i . Thus



Ro(h) =

The integral of (4.10) can be evaluated,

c-Tth {

"tr

R,(,') =#"[t-
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2C*-logtt-itr

2C* - lnr¡ * j t

2C*-lnr¡*jn

Í c-ibn f2k 
"o

Due to the exponential factor, the limit of the integration can be cut off at some

number D'. Substituting the value of ¿ afor D' which has been evaluated by

Shen,

R,(h\ =
7r e-ikn

2C*-lnr¡-jt

D'rth

{ +{

),,

),,

(A.e)

(A.10)

(A.11)

The result (4.11) is good for large ÈIr. In order to obtain a formula for Ro (å )

which is good even for smatl &Ir, the term ln ?*h in (4.11) is changed to

ln(kIr+@l.TheconstantDisdeterminedbycalculatingthereal

part of the quantfty +Rr(å) at kh=o. This quantity is equivalent to the
\oÍ

input admittance of the inûnitely long antenna. The real part of 2*"(å) at' 1ìoî

kh:0 is equated to the value of the conductance given by (2.72) to produce the

value of D as e-Zt . Thus for small &å , Ro(h) can be expressed as

-,.\ Íc-ilh , 2¡j I
ño\n):Tr¡rl r-

l rr.*, ltar;t

i
)

2¡

2kh2C* + ln(
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APPENDIX B

EVALUATION OF THE CONSTANTS c"'

Since the constants C,'' are necessary in our solution, we Present the pro-

cedure of evaluating them which has been given by Hurd [58]

Because e (() is regular in the strip llrn (()l< 8,vra can write

rnr(()=lnfr-(o-lnk*(()=*[ ry (8.1)

C-aC¡

where the contoun¡ are those of Fig. 4.3. The first integral is regular in the lower

half of the g plane, white the second is regular in the upPer half. Thus

IIe-(o=erPl1-tlffl e,r
t - c- 

r

rìe+(o:exPl+t'#.l r",r
['*l

The relation & -(()e +(-() = 1 is verified from (8.2) and (B3) by making the

changes of variable from f to -t and from ( to -( in the second integral'

Referring to (4.60), we see that the factor e -(() apPears in the calculation

only through the quantities Cr. These are easily found to be

1î =_L
k -(k) 

(B'4)

-k -'(k)
1/l -' Ík-(e)F 

(B'5)

(8.6)
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Let us put

r:!f tnt(rt¿r
^n ZnjJ"_ Q _k)^

then a short calculatíon shows that

co = exp(-T )

Ct = -Co Tz

T2cz=r,(+ -Tz)

so that it is sufficient to calculate the integrals 1o.

r_ - (-1ì"*1 f' [(t + ;rtn + (t - iut"l h"U+:'n Z¡kn-t Jo (l + v1,' I tt

Then moving the integration contour to the positive imaginary axis and changing

va¡iables, we find that

ro= *l,rnk(r,[#.ffiIr'

ro = # [r[(t +iv)n + (1 - i,rtffi,'"

An examinatíon oL T n shows that ft (t ) can be replaced by its small'

argument approximation with maximum error of O (ø). Thus

(8.7)

(8.8)

(B.e)

(8.10)

First it is easy to show that

(8.11)

(8.12)

* ,t)1)'- ln(l + uz) - rn rntf ei'Tzk'o'(l (8.13)
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1

Setting ¡ : !rir|2k2a2, which is a small quantity, we note that lln4 | becomes-4
large. Over the initial part of the integration range lln .á l>> ln(l + v2), *hile

on the rest of the integration range the integral value is O (a) at most; hence it is

permitted to use the following approximation

rn rn A (1 + v2) : rn rn 
^ 

. å 
aË 

[t",lr.r'u ]' (8 14)

which indicates that (8.12) can be reduced to integrations of the form

iþ(p,q)=J W (B1s)

To compute the Qþ,{), we notice that

Q(P,d=# (8.16)

and

r(ålrto - ito(o,q)=ftf (8.17)

Thus Õþ,q) of all integral orders can be evaluated. Derivatives of the gamma

function are expressible in terms of the polygamma function, which, for the argu-

ments used here, a¡e in turn expressible as combinations of elementary functions.

Omitting the details, we ûnd that

L ,-^ 1 1

co = k ê++tã { r + ++ - + (:o,zz * *n')" * jn, lnÁ Zln¿A ó

* 4 ( hÐ + *nrh 2 * 4sr)) (8.18)
Zln"A ¿
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z+Ê+4h2 +4tnz¡1 | t+2 In2 + 3 
= ) (e.rs)rz= -;k { 1 + ffi ln3Á

15,ì2

rt=4t1+ 1 ni-''"' ;-î+2rn2-4rn2
- 8/,. ñ*T- l (B'20)

where

s" = I+ = r2v2 "'- lnr
(8.21)
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APPENDIX C

EXACT SOLUTION OF THE INTEGRAL c (F,o)

The integral is given bY

Ê

G(Þ,o) = lo ¡ffi o, (c.1)

- i sinOLetx = Ë,whereI =¿T,thus

- i cos9¿o (c.2)dx = - r

The upper limit of the integfal is changed to -j sinn-l(pÎ) instead of p accord-

ing to the new va¡iable. Then, substituting for r and dx in (C.1), we obtain

-icnr-\pr) 
,+"o,

G(g,a) = J "' 
ir d0 (c.3)

0

The exponential factor in the integrand can be expressed in terms of an infinite

series of Bessel and exponential functions as follows

-j siDh-t(pl) æ

G(F,c) = [ ,å r"(Ë) ri"' ds (c.4)
-0 lt=-Ø

Now, it easy to perform the integral (C.4) and the ûnal result is given by

G(F,c)=,i.sr"(Ë) (cs)


